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Call to Order, Roll Call, Election of Officers
hour:minute:second
https://youtu.be/AKYpIJ7W2Bk?t=18" https://youtu.be/AKYpIJ7W2Bk?t=18 
0:00:18	all right
0:00:19	we are now calling to order the story
0:00:21	atlantic mission
0:00:23	meeting for january 28 2020
0:00:27	call to order please commissioner coney
0:00:31	here commissioner price here
0:00:34	commissioner
0:00:34	corcoran here mr womack here vice
0:00:37	president moore
0:00:38	here president fitzpatrick here
0:00:43	and for the record that meeting started
0:00:45	at 6 30
0:00:46	so we will welcome our new commissioner
0:00:49	this evening
0:00:51	thank you for joining us and in
0:00:54	accordance with sections
0:00:56	1.110 and 1.115 of the astoria
0:01:00	development code
0:01:01	the sra planning commission needs to
0:01:03	elect officers for 2020.
0:01:06	the 2011 keynote search for president
0:01:08	sean fitzpatrick
0:01:09	vice president darrell moore and
0:01:11	secretary tiffany taylor
0:01:13	who is also with us this evening
0:01:16	and i would note before we go into the
0:01:20	uh vote that commissioner berkeley henry
0:01:23	is excused from tonight's meeting
0:01:25	so i would like to
0:01:29	before the
0:01:32	election i would like to have the
0:01:34	election for both the traffic safety
0:01:36	advisory committee
0:01:38	and for the planning commission during
0:01:40	this portion of the meeting
0:01:41	we do need to have two motions and i
0:01:45	would like to
0:01:46	uh move that vice president moore
0:01:50	i would like to nominate him for
0:01:54	as he has able to handle the task during
0:01:58	my absence during the past year
0:02:00	and i presume that he will call recess
0:02:03	every hour
0:02:04	as we have gotten the practice of doing
0:02:10	okay so we should also nominate a vice
0:02:13	president
0:02:14	and a secretary
0:02:19	i will nominate president fitzpatrick to
0:02:23	serve as vice president
0:02:24	and tiffany taylor to serve as secretary
0:02:31	okay we have a motion in a second
0:02:36	for commissioner moore by president
0:02:39	moore to become president
0:02:41	the president is patrick to become vice
0:02:42	president and secretary tiffany taylor
0:02:44	to remain
0:02:45	as secretary
0:03:02	so we will also then have to
0:03:07	have a role or have a vote for traffic
0:03:10	safety advisory committee
0:03:12	and i would again
0:03:15	nominate vice president moore
0:03:19	for president as i have been nominated
0:03:22	for vice president of the
0:03:23	uh planning commission i would
0:03:27	be happy to remain in that role again
0:03:30	commissioner
0:03:30	i'm sorry uh secretary tiffany dealer
0:03:34	can we have a motion
0:03:39	second all those in favor hi hi
0:03:43	motion carries and with uh mr warren i
0:03:45	will
0:03:46	trade you soon
0:04:26	um
Review of Minutes
https://youtu.be/AKYpIJ7W2Bk?t=278" https://youtu.be/AKYpIJ7W2Bk?t=278 
0:04:38	all right do we have any questions for
0:04:40	the minutes from the december 10th
0:04:43	meeting let's continue from the december
0:04:46	10th meeting the review of the november
0:04:48	26
0:04:48	2019 draft minutes are there any
0:04:54	corrections
0:04:58	i hate this microphone uh i hope that we
0:05:01	accept the minutes of the december
0:05:03	10th 2019 the historic planning
0:05:06	commission
0:05:08	i'm sorry i have one correction
0:05:17	it refers to me as president
0:05:20	moore um somewhere
0:05:24	where is it or no uh
0:05:28	under the public hearings it says
0:05:29	president fitzpatrick explain the
0:05:31	procedures
0:05:32	and that should be vice president more
0:05:34	he was asking
0:05:35	that's my only question
0:05:51	aye aye opposed motion carries
0:05:54	do we have any corrections to the
0:05:56	december 10th 2019 draft events
0:06:05	is there a motion to approve
0:06:08	i moved up a story planning commission
0:06:10	except the minutes
0:06:12	of december 10.
0:06:17	moved by commissioner corporate and
0:06:18	seconded by vice president fitzpatrick
0:06:20	all those in favor
0:06:22	aye aye aye opposed motion carries
Public Hearings
https://youtu.be/AKYpIJ7W2Bk?t=391" https://youtu.be/AKYpIJ7W2Bk?t=391 
0:06:31	we will now move to public hearing
0:06:33	section of our meeting tonight
0:06:35	the asteroid planning commission will
0:06:36	handle one permit request tonight for
0:06:38	the public
0:06:38	hearing the order i'm going to follow
0:06:41	for the public hearing is outlined in a
0:06:43	handout called
0:06:44	procedures for conduct of public
0:06:45	hearings available from staff
0:06:48	i will identify the subject announce
0:06:50	when the public hearing is open and ask
0:06:51	anyone interested to testify regarding
0:06:53	the matter
0:06:55	if you wish to speak be sure to sign the
0:06:57	hearing sign in sheet located on the
0:06:59	side table
0:07:01	you should address your remarks to
0:07:02	whether or not the application in
0:07:04	question
0:07:04	meets the necessary criteria identified
0:07:07	by staff
0:07:08	or other criteria a person believes
0:07:10	applies to the decision
0:07:12	the significant criteria that apply to
0:07:14	each issue are listed in the staff
0:07:15	report which staff has available
0:07:18	if you fail to raise an issue in person
0:07:19	or by letter to the australia planning
0:07:21	commission
0:07:22	an appeal of that issue to the city
0:07:24	council or potentially to the land use
0:07:26	board of appeals would not be permitted
Temporary Conditional Use Request CU19021 by Pacific Seafood
https://youtu.be/AKYpIJ7W2Bk?t=448" https://youtu.be/AKYpIJ7W2Bk?t=448 
0:07:28	on that issue our public hearing tonight
0:07:32	is
0:07:32	temporary conditional use request cu
0:07:35	19-21 by pacific seafood
0:07:38	to allow a temporary use for employee
0:07:40	housing for up to 125 employees at 263
0:07:43	west
0:07:44	exchange street does anyone object to
0:07:47	the jurisdiction of the planning
0:07:49	commission to hear this matter at this
0:07:51	time
0:07:53	does any member of the planning
0:07:54	commission feel he or she has a bias a
0:07:57	conflict of interest or any ex parte
0:07:59	context to declare
0:08:02	i would have to declare i do not have
0:08:05	any ex
0:08:06	parte i do not have a conflict of
0:08:08	interest however
0:08:10	i do have to recuse myself due to pious
0:08:13	the amount of time that i have spent in
0:08:14	the building when it was a quarterback
0:08:17	recovery facility and previous efforts
0:08:21	doing business with the applicant
0:08:22	preclude me from
0:08:25	uh from being a commercial therefore i
0:08:28	have to get their bias and will please
0:08:29	myself
0:08:30	thank you commissioner
0:08:36	does any other commissioner have any
0:08:38	ex-parte bias or conflict of
0:08:40	interest i'd like to declare that i
0:08:43	did visit the facility uh just before it
0:08:46	became the
0:08:47	40-bed drug and treatment alcohol
0:08:49	facility
0:08:50	once and uh i'm
0:08:54	certainly familiar with the neighborhood
0:08:56	and
0:08:57	uh but i believe that's it
0:09:00	and i believe i can make a fair decision
0:09:02	this evening
0:09:09	as a result of this application i did
0:09:11	drive by the property to familiar
0:09:13	familiarize myself with the property any
0:09:15	observations
0:09:16	that i had i noted and will
0:09:20	address with the applicant during the
0:09:22	public hearing
0:09:24	i will be able to make an unbiased and
0:09:26	objective decision
0:09:30	okay could we have a presentation by oh
0:09:33	mr fitzpatrick
0:09:37	could we have a presentation of the
0:09:38	staff report and recommendation please
0:09:56	thank you president moore
0:09:59	this application concerns three
0:10:03	properties parcel
0:10:06	one on this graphic is the
0:10:09	brighter green and it consists
0:10:12	of the primary building
0:10:16	the other two parcels are stepped
0:10:20	up in height they're on an upper level
0:10:23	and um parcel 3 and parser 2
0:10:27	contain the 13 parking spaces
0:10:31	referenced in the staff report
0:10:39	this is a picture of the proposal
0:10:43	it is an existing building in r3 which
0:10:46	is the high density residential
0:10:48	zoning district in astoria
0:10:51	the request as noted is to allow a
0:10:54	temporary use
0:10:56	for employee housing up to 125 employees
0:11:00	the 120 day deadline is april 19th
0:11:06	and there were previous applications on
0:11:08	this particular property
0:11:10	the property was originally built as a
0:11:12	nursing home in 1966
0:11:15	and a conditional use in
0:11:19	2006 was approved for
0:11:23	a drug treatment center at this location
0:11:26	and
0:11:26	if you'll note on this graphic
0:11:29	you can see the um upper parking lot
0:11:33	and the lower parking lot and that the
0:11:36	building takes out
0:11:37	pretty much the entire portion of the
0:11:40	main parcel that i referenced earlier
0:11:46	yeah so the site and adjacent
0:11:50	neighborhood
0:11:50	the graphics or the photos around
0:11:54	the map are of the
0:11:57	astoria point building the um
0:12:01	highlighted area in the middle of the
0:12:04	map
0:12:05	is the property in question
0:12:08	um the
0:12:11	property the upper parking lot is
0:12:14	accessed off of west grand avenue
0:12:17	lincoln street the
0:12:20	lower parking lot that is proposed to
0:12:24	have the um the vans
0:12:27	and the employee parking is accessed off
0:12:31	of
0:12:31	west um exchange
0:12:36	i already talked about um so the
0:12:39	temporary use criteria
0:12:42	um why did we choose temporary use
0:12:46	we were approached by the applicant to
0:12:49	try to figure out
0:12:50	what portion of our development code
0:12:53	could review this particular type of use
0:12:56	and we don't
0:12:56	have a good definition that would allow
0:13:00	for this particular type of use
0:13:02	it's not defined in our development code
0:13:06	so we looked at other types of
0:13:09	applications that we've allowed
0:13:11	under our development code when we don't
0:13:14	have a good definition
0:13:16	for it and we typically allow it
0:13:19	as a temporary use permit
0:13:22	provided they meet the criteria
0:13:25	this particular application is a limited
0:13:29	investment that's one of the criteria
0:13:31	for a temporary use
0:13:32	permit and it's limited duration
0:13:36	we have indicated that as a condition of
0:13:39	approval
0:13:40	we would limit it to a one-year duration
0:13:46	the conditional use permit requires that
0:13:49	all uses
0:13:50	would would comply with applicable
0:13:53	access
0:13:54	parking and loading standards in article
0:13:56	7.
0:13:58	as this use does not is not defined
0:14:01	i tried to find something that would be
0:14:05	comparable to
0:14:10	judge this particular application with
0:14:12	regard to parking
0:14:15	the applicant has indicated that they
0:14:17	are providing shuttle buses
0:14:19	for the applicants or for the
0:14:22	residents rather and that they would
0:14:24	provide them to
0:14:25	and from work and for shopping and other
0:14:28	trips
0:14:29	given the number of people proposed to
0:14:32	be at this location
0:14:34	i put the condition that three shuttle
0:14:37	buses
0:14:38	shall operate to transport the residents
0:14:40	to and from work
0:14:42	shopping and other trips the second
0:14:45	condition
0:14:46	is that the number of residents
0:14:48	traveling to the site by
0:14:49	private automobile shall be limited to
0:14:52	13.
0:14:53	that is the number of parking spaces on
0:14:56	the upper lot
0:14:59	the third condition that i proposed
0:15:02	having to do with parking is that the
0:15:06	spaces
0:15:07	to the west of the site at the west end
0:15:09	of the building
0:15:11	should shall be marked for the shuttle
0:15:13	buses three phases for the shuttle buses
0:15:16	two spaces for purge employee parking
0:15:19	and one space for
0:15:20	as a loading zone and then the last
0:15:24	condition with regard to parking is to
0:15:26	provide for
0:15:27	long-term bicycle parking and short-term
0:15:30	bicycle parking
0:15:32	to provide for alternative
0:15:34	transportation
0:15:38	the applicable comprehensive plan
0:15:40	policies
0:15:41	are found in the housing element the
0:15:44	first one is to maintain
0:15:46	attractive and livable residential
0:15:48	neighborhoods for all types of housing
0:15:51	the second one is to provide residential
0:15:53	areas with
0:15:54	services and facilities necessary for
0:15:56	safe healthful
0:15:58	and convenient urban living and the last
0:16:02	one is to protect neighborhoods
0:16:04	from incompatible uses including
0:16:06	large-scale
0:16:07	commercial industrial and public uses or
0:16:10	activities
0:16:12	and as noted in the staff report this
0:16:14	condition is not met
0:16:15	but can be met with the conditions of
0:16:17	approval as proposed
0:16:23	with regard to the conditional use
0:16:26	permit standards
0:16:28	the use is proposed that the use is
0:16:31	appropriate for the proposed location
0:16:34	this particular use is in a high day
0:16:38	the city's highest density residential
0:16:40	development
0:16:42	district zoning district the layout
0:16:46	is adequate for transportation
0:16:49	activities
0:16:50	in terms of providing
0:16:53	the lower area as access
0:16:56	and drop-off for the
0:17:00	shuttle buses for the majority of the
0:17:02	residents
0:17:03	and then the upper parking area limited
0:17:05	to 13
0:17:08	cars or automobiles
0:17:11	the topography soils and other physical
0:17:13	characteristics of the site
0:17:16	are not going to change they're not
0:17:17	proposing proposing changes to the
0:17:19	building
0:17:20	the exterior of the building um and
0:17:23	and the parking lots um and that the
0:17:26	uses contain an appropriate amount of
0:17:28	landscaping vessels buffers setbacks
0:17:30	berms
0:17:30	or other separation from adjacent uses
0:17:34	and one of the conditions that i
0:17:36	proposed
0:17:37	is to provide a landscape buffer
0:17:42	or a
0:17:45	a firm of some sort to separate
0:17:48	the driveway that comes off of melbourne
0:17:53	from the the
0:17:56	actual um facility
0:18:00	so that the um access is off the west
0:18:03	eugene
0:18:04	west exchange rather and off of the
0:18:07	north
0:18:08	for the um the
0:18:11	13 parking spaces
0:18:15	so the conditions of approval include
0:18:18	the ones that i've already mentioned
0:18:20	about parking issues
0:18:22	the three shuttle buses to transport
0:18:24	people
0:18:25	the um limited
0:18:28	to 13 people providing their own private
0:18:32	automobiles
0:18:34	limiting the five spaces on the western
0:18:36	side of the building
0:18:39	to be marked for shuttles loading and
0:18:41	unloading and staff
0:18:44	and if the applicant proposes to put in
0:18:48	there are three spaces currently in the
0:18:51	right-of-way
0:18:52	of melbourne avenue which
0:18:56	is not improved or isn't will not be
0:18:59	improved in that area
0:19:03	and so if the applicant chooses to use
0:19:06	those three spaces
0:19:08	we would ask that they get a license to
0:19:10	occupy for those spaces
0:19:13	um in the right of way and then
0:19:16	the final one is that the applicant
0:19:18	shall provide the 24
0:19:20	long-term bike spaces and eight
0:19:23	short-term bike spaces
0:19:25	and that the location and the design
0:19:27	come back
0:19:28	to the city planner prior to
0:19:36	occupancy
0:19:39	um additional conditions of approval
0:19:42	include
0:19:50	the refuse disposal site
0:20:01	there we go sorry um the reference
0:20:03	refuse disposal site so
0:20:05	shall be screened from view
0:20:08	the site plan currently shows it to
0:20:12	up against the edge of the bank leading
0:20:15	from the building up to the upper level
0:20:18	so we would just want to make sure that
0:20:20	that screen from view
0:20:22	and that they have a site plan and
0:20:24	construction plan
0:20:25	for the foreign enclosure for the um
0:20:29	the refuse disposal and that they bring
0:20:32	that in
0:20:33	prior to occupancy so that we can
0:20:36	approve that
0:20:37	um the temporary use permit as noted
0:20:40	earlier
0:20:41	would be valid only one year to january
0:20:43	30th
0:20:44	2021 we would ask that
0:20:48	any exterior lighting be reviewed by the
0:20:50	city planner prior to installation for
0:20:52	compliance with the
0:20:54	development code and that any changes
0:20:57	in landscaping that they may propose
0:21:00	also be reviewed prior to installation
0:21:03	and then the condition about the
0:21:05	landscape or other buffer
0:21:07	shall be provided to the western edge of
0:21:09	the driveway to separate the site
0:21:11	from the adjacent driveway and then
0:21:14	finally that the applicant shall attain
0:21:16	all necessary city
0:21:19	permits prior to occupancy
0:21:25	we received a number of comments
0:21:29	the majority of comments had to do with
0:21:31	traffic
0:21:33	um having to do with um
0:21:38	concern over the shuttles the number of
0:21:41	shuttle trips that might be to and from
0:21:43	the site
0:21:44	and the 13 employees that may have
0:21:47	vehicles are concerned that maybe
0:21:49	perhaps
0:21:49	more than 13 vehicles might be located
0:21:52	at the site
0:21:54	parking um their concern
0:21:58	the comments were concerned with
0:22:01	limiting it to 13 vehicles
0:22:04	who would police it who would make sure
0:22:06	that
0:22:07	um off-street parking is not a problem
0:22:11	in the neighborhood
0:22:13	neighborhood issues also were were
0:22:17	a concern for several um
0:22:20	written testimony they
0:22:24	suggested that perhaps a neighborhood
0:22:28	neighborhood good neighbor agreement be
0:22:30	provided with
0:22:31	performance standards contact
0:22:34	information
0:22:35	for the pacific seafood in
0:22:38	requiring responses within 24 hours
0:22:42	with regard to concerns
0:22:45	another concern is that this is an
0:22:48	inappropriate location
0:22:52	and the melbourne driveway access is a
0:22:55	concern
0:22:56	for one of the residents
0:22:59	overall there were 15 letters
0:23:03	14 people so one person wrote two
0:23:05	letters
0:23:07	12 people were concerned or opposed and
0:23:10	two people were in favor of the proposal
0:23:14	with that i will
0:23:17	recommend that if you want to consider
0:23:21	the
0:23:22	neighborhood agreement as part of a
0:23:25	condition of approval you will need to
0:23:28	make sure that you add that as a
0:23:30	condition of approval
0:23:31	in your motion if you choose to go that
0:23:34	route
0:23:36	and that any changes
0:23:39	to the staff report or the findings
0:23:43	based on testimony that you might
0:23:45	receive
0:23:47	you need to be sure to note that in your
0:23:49	finding in your
0:23:51	motions tonight and i'll leave the open
0:23:54	for any questions that you might have of
0:23:56	me
0:23:58	thank you planner friar does
0:24:01	the commission have any questions for
0:24:03	staff at this time
0:24:05	mr price he would be here to start
0:24:08	thank you um thank you very much pliner
0:24:11	freud
0:24:14	a couple of things came up also in the
0:24:17	emails that we received and
0:24:21	one was that this
0:24:24	area is not really suitable for r3
0:24:28	should more likely be r1 or perhaps r2
0:24:31	so i wonder if one thing you could show
0:24:34	us what is the r3 neighborhood around
0:24:36	there
0:24:37	and the other is could you sort of walk
0:24:39	us through the
0:24:40	immediate neighbors surrounding this
0:24:42	area northeast south and west
0:24:44	and uh you know are they single family
0:24:47	homes what
0:24:48	sort what is surrounding them the
0:24:52	majority of the homes to the north
0:24:55	um our single family below
0:24:59	facing on west marine drive they are
0:25:03	multi-family or commercial businesses
0:25:06	to the east
0:25:10	and to the south are mostly
0:25:12	single-family homes
0:25:14	they're and then also to the west it's
0:25:17	mostly single-family homes
0:25:19	so yes this neighborhood is mostly
0:25:21	single-family
0:25:22	however it is zone r3 and i don't have a
0:25:25	graphic right now to show you that the
0:25:28	extent of the r3 zone
0:25:33	all right
0:25:41	and yes whole dark green area is r3 yeah
0:25:45	and this is the publicly accessible gis
0:25:47	that happens
0:25:49	okay so i'm i'm looking at the r3 area
0:25:53	that commissioner moore
0:25:54	uh president moore just passed me
0:25:57	congratulations
0:25:58	and it does seem that what makes this an
0:26:01	r3 area
0:26:04	is it because i i suspect because
0:26:08	well i don't know why actually looking
0:26:11	at it
0:26:12	it serves as a transition between
0:26:16	the predominantly single-family
0:26:19	dwellings and the area to the
0:26:23	south or to the north that is commercial
0:26:26	and so frequently r3
0:26:29	or a higher intensity zoning district
0:26:33	provides a buffer between
0:26:37	different types of uses so the more
0:26:39	intense commercial uses
0:26:41	and the less intense
0:26:44	residential uses and the more intense
0:26:48	residential uses are kind of that
0:26:50	transition between the two
0:26:53	well i i obviously i have looked at the
0:26:56	code
0:26:56	and whether this was an r2 or an r3 area
0:26:59	this would be a conditional use request
0:27:02	of basically the same sort so
0:27:06	um so i'm just looking to
0:27:09	just give you a second i'll look at my
0:27:10	notes to see if do you do you have any
0:27:12	idea are there
0:27:13	sidewalks around here are you familiar
0:27:23	this area is predominantly mostly
0:27:26	unimproved
0:27:27	um there are limited sidewalks on
0:27:31	lincoln street
0:27:39	and the street itself is very narrow
0:27:43	both west exchange and lincoln
0:27:46	and and uh may i correctly assume that
0:27:50	if we got to this point
0:27:51	where we were recommending with
0:27:53	conditions that condition number two
0:27:56	which says the number of residents
0:27:58	traveling to the site by automobiles
0:28:00	shall be limited
0:28:02	one could say the number of automobiles
0:28:05	shall be limited to 13 because you could
0:28:07	have
0:28:08	you know carpooling or whatever yes yes
0:28:11	thank you for the correction
0:28:13	have you looked at a and just tell me if
0:28:16	this is not the right time to
0:28:18	speak about this do we know about
0:28:22	garbage collection if there's additional
0:28:24	garbage collection required
0:28:26	for this large number of people or
0:28:29	larger number of people that have been
0:28:31	there previously
0:28:32	and uh what days and times
0:28:36	etc will come that would be a question
0:28:39	for the applicant
0:28:42	that would be something they would work
0:28:44	out with the garbage hauler
0:28:46	okay thank you i think most of my other
0:28:48	questions are for you
0:28:51	thank you commissioner price i might
0:28:54	remind the audience that
0:28:55	to uh sir um to protect the integrity of
0:28:59	this land use decision i would encourage
0:29:01	the audience to
0:29:02	remain quiet while we're asking
0:29:04	questions of the staff
0:29:05	and that and the african presentations
0:29:07	you will have an opportunity
0:29:09	to address us at the appropriate time
0:29:13	are there any other questions for staff
0:29:16	here's your program
0:29:17	plan for our question um
0:29:25	traffic and parking are big issues um
0:29:27	the
0:29:28	condition was three three buses um
0:29:32	and i also whether that would be to
0:29:34	serve going to work
0:29:36	um shopping other activities
0:29:40	and i'll have to ask the applicant maybe
0:29:42	what an envisioned 24-hour scenario is
0:29:45	of comings and goings
0:29:46	i'm wondering if the number three is
0:29:48	somewhat arbitrary and if not you know
0:29:50	adequate and abundant
0:29:52	um would be another way to go about that
0:29:56	i would hate to be a few buses short and
0:29:58	make
0:29:58	an exacerbated situation so question i
0:30:00	guess how'd you come to three
0:30:02	the reason i came to three is the
0:30:04	applicant did inform me that they were
0:30:06	looking at
0:30:08	the mini buses and they typically seat
0:30:12	about 25
0:30:14	to 30 people and so i extrapolated that
0:30:19	based on morning and evening
0:30:24	times of activity
0:30:27	and that three should be sufficient for
0:30:30	125 people given that they're in
0:30:35	staggered shift work i think
0:30:38	and so for a more specific sense of what
0:30:40	the timing of the day would be should i
0:30:41	ask the applicant kind of that okay
0:30:43	yes please so another question though
0:30:45	that might be appropriate for staff
0:30:47	is with a facility of that size the
0:30:50	housekeeping there will be a variety of
0:30:51	housekeeping vehicles needing to come
0:30:53	and go and uh i built our
0:30:55	included somehow in the 13 and all the
0:30:57	existing
0:30:59	numbered parkings i i anticipated that
0:31:02	they had a cook
0:31:04	a resident manager i did not anticipate
0:31:08	a housekeeper so i did not include a
0:31:11	housekeeping
0:31:12	in my housekeeping space in my
0:31:15	calculations
0:31:16	i'm imagining a 125 bed motel on the
0:31:19	number of carts and vehicles and stuff
0:31:21	that that might be capacity
0:31:22	to consider i guess some more um
0:31:28	question about the temp word temporary
0:31:30	in this case it's used both
0:31:32	in terms of being a limited investment
0:31:34	in the facility so it's not getting
0:31:36	bigger
0:31:37	but in this case there's also a temporal
0:31:39	one-year
0:31:41	temporary conditional use permit
0:31:44	being stop yes the
0:31:47	the other two applications that were
0:31:50	approved
0:31:51	as temporary uses were
0:31:54	limited both in investment
0:31:58	and in time the other two applications
0:32:01	were
0:32:01	a music studio in a church
0:32:06	and it's renewed on an annual basis
0:32:09	the other item is the warming center
0:32:14	and it is renewed on an annual basis
0:32:17	so this would be similar to the warming
0:32:18	center and that annual renewal so i'm
0:32:20	thinking about potential scenarios
0:32:22	like let's say things maybe don't go as
0:32:25	well as anticipated
0:32:27	is is there an ability to deny an
0:32:31	annually
0:32:32	or is that a a real decision space or
0:32:36	once the conditional use is permitted is
0:32:39	it
0:32:40	more permanent than i'm guessing under
0:32:43	the temporary use permit
0:32:45	they would have to come in annually if
0:32:48	they wanted to continue that use
0:32:52	and you would make findings
0:32:55	based on the information that you have
0:32:58	at hand at that point in time so if
0:33:02	the applicant is not complying
0:33:05	with these existing conditions of
0:33:08	approval
0:33:09	or there are additional conditions of
0:33:11	approval that may be needed
0:33:14	for whatever reason or modified
0:33:17	then you would do that at that time or
0:33:19	deny it
0:33:21	thank you a related question in regards
0:33:23	to the other uh
0:33:24	annually reviewed conditional uses like
0:33:26	that then is there a single contact
0:33:28	person i saw either in the letters
0:33:30	or someone staff report about the idea
0:33:32	of a single contact person or community
0:33:34	members with concerns
0:33:37	with the warming center
0:33:40	it was an issue early on
0:33:44	with regard to
0:33:48	trying to get
0:33:51	compliance if you will and um
0:33:55	the warming center worked very hard to
0:33:58	work with the neighborhood
0:34:00	and the the the
0:34:03	um people who came in to use the warming
0:34:08	center
0:34:09	and so they have provided some good
0:34:12	neighbor
0:34:14	relief for the neighborhood and so
0:34:18	as far as i know there is not just one
0:34:21	contact person
0:34:23	i know that they have a website and they
0:34:25	send out information
0:34:26	to me and a variety of people including
0:34:30	the police and fire
0:34:32	and the dispatch people to let people
0:34:34	know
0:34:35	when they're going to open um
0:34:38	and so they do provide that information
0:34:41	and they have the one
0:34:44	email address so i'm envisioning this
0:34:47	will be different in a way that will
0:34:48	probably be more like on a saturday
0:34:50	night maybe if something is loud
0:34:51	wanting to sort of have i guess it would
0:34:53	just be called the police like you would
0:34:55	normally
0:34:56	do uh but i guess what i'm reading some
0:34:59	of the letters was a desire to have a
0:35:01	point of contact for sort of an
0:35:03	immediate addressing of concerns
0:35:05	is that part something that would be in
0:35:07	the agreement possibly if there was a
0:35:09	good labor agreement written up does
0:35:10	that occur
0:35:12	that is correct if you chose to do a
0:35:14	good neighbor agreement
0:35:16	that agreement would be between the city
0:35:18	and the applicant
0:35:20	and we would negotiate all the points
0:35:22	that you want to make sure are
0:35:24	in there and then we would provide that
0:35:26	information
0:35:27	if you chose a point of contact we would
0:35:29	provide that information
0:35:31	to the residents excellent thank you one
0:35:33	final step question i think
0:35:34	and that is with regard to the parking
0:35:36	around the perimeter of the property
0:35:39	given the nature of the roads narrow
0:35:41	steep poor
0:35:43	sidewalk um what is the current uh
0:35:46	parking
0:35:47	how legal is it to park there and would
0:35:50	um
0:35:50	reducing parking on the street adjacent
0:35:54	to the parcel
0:35:55	um be a mechanism to address some of the
0:35:57	concerns that have been
0:35:59	pointed out i believe that it could
0:36:02	potentially be
0:36:04	a solution to reduce the parking
0:36:08	adjacent to the area
0:36:11	i think that that is something that you
0:36:13	could consider as a
0:36:14	condition of approval however it is up
0:36:17	to engineering
0:36:19	to limit um parking to
0:36:24	zones or to a certain number of
0:36:27	hours or by permit only
0:36:32	is something that engineering staff
0:36:34	would have to approve
0:36:37	oh it's the city manager so
0:36:41	so okay so okay thank you um
0:36:44	and that are that's all the questions
0:36:47	thank you commissioner uh commissioner
0:36:50	did you have
0:36:51	any questions for staff at this time
0:36:53	yeah a couple quick i think
0:36:54	uh echoed some of the previous ones from
0:36:56	the previous commissioner so i think
0:36:57	those were good questions
0:36:58	um interested to see how the shuttle
0:37:00	schedule would work and how
0:37:02	uh considering the 13 cars and that many
0:37:04	people might be
0:37:05	considered or enforced so we can talk
0:37:07	about that
0:37:09	you said the renewal is annual is that
0:37:10	an administrative renewal or does it
0:37:12	come back before us for reno
0:37:14	it would come back before you as a
0:37:16	renewal okay
0:37:20	um
0:37:22	yeah i think that's all for now thank
0:37:24	you mr cronin
0:37:26	president president of clarification
0:37:29	please do i do want to note for the
0:37:32	record
0:37:32	um that there is discussion at this
0:37:35	point in time about
0:37:37	temporary use and how it would work
0:37:40	you may recall at your last work session
0:37:43	meeting that there was some discussion
0:37:46	about this type of use
0:37:49	um and could would there be interest in
0:37:52	having code events
0:37:54	uh to be able to um
0:37:58	a process this case was not discussed at
0:38:02	your work session in december um
0:38:05	because we couldn't because um it would
0:38:08	have been an ex-parte contact
0:38:10	however you did discuss the concept of
0:38:12	dormitories in multi-family zones
0:38:16	and the commission at the time expressed
0:38:18	interest to
0:38:19	look at that further so that is
0:38:21	something that
0:38:22	um you as this board
0:38:26	could make recommendations
0:38:29	for changes to code as well
0:38:33	that could ultimately be reviewed
0:38:36	and ultimately decided by the city
0:38:38	council so i want to make sure that it's
0:38:40	clear for the record that
0:38:42	if there happened to be a change in code
0:38:45	um then there may be
0:38:48	a different process right once if
0:38:51	if this were to succeed and then come up
0:38:53	for renewal there may be new code
0:38:55	that's correct i'm sure that that is
0:38:58	that's clear for the right now
0:38:59	thank you all right commissioner mack do
0:39:02	you have any questions for staff
0:39:04	i think my only question at this point
0:39:06	would be how the number of 125
0:39:08	came up is that from the applicant or is
0:39:11	that an agreed upon
0:39:12	based on the staff's recommendation
0:39:16	it was the recommend or the the request
0:39:19	of the applicant
0:39:21	okay and in terms of whether that number
0:39:24	can go down
0:39:25	or up is that that's a number that
0:39:28	specific
0:39:28	that the applicant wants or something
0:39:30	that we could potentially
0:39:32	discuss as well i think that you should
0:39:34	talk to the applicant about that
0:39:35	i think that they um may be willing to
0:39:39	move on that number
0:39:41	but that's something that you should ask
0:39:43	your the applicant about
0:39:47	thank you commissioner i have a quick
0:39:50	question
0:39:51	since you brought up engineering and i'm
0:39:54	i
0:39:55	know the roads up there are narrow and
0:39:56	steep and under maintained
0:39:59	has public works had any i didn't see
0:40:01	any in the document has public works
0:40:02	reviewed any applications or had any
0:40:04	comments on
0:40:06	this application in any way we held a
0:40:10	pre-application
0:40:12	development meeting
0:40:15	with nathan crater the city engineer
0:40:18	the fire chief was also there
0:40:22	chief crutchfield and um
0:40:25	public works was also there
0:40:28	and the concern about the narrowness of
0:40:31	the street or the condition of the
0:40:32	street was not
0:40:34	was not brought up at that time the fire
0:40:38	chief did take his apparatus
0:40:40	out to the site to see if it
0:40:43	could maneuver both in the lower area
0:40:47	and in the upper area and found that he
0:40:49	could
0:40:50	um adequately
0:40:53	secure his apparatus in both locations
0:40:58	great thank you any further questions
0:41:01	for staff
0:41:03	okay okay clever five one thing too
0:41:07	is it right that we're not really
0:41:08	looking at uh conditioned living
0:41:10	conditions in the building that doesn't
0:41:12	really
0:41:12	pertain to us is that more building
0:41:14	official that is correct
0:41:16	the building official will determine
0:41:19	when they come in to do any kind of
0:41:21	interior changes
0:41:23	we'll look at the overall occupancy of
0:41:26	the interior of the building
0:41:30	any further questions
0:41:35	at this time i am going to open the
0:41:37	public hearing
0:41:38	public testimony testimony is now open
0:41:41	if you wish to speak
0:41:42	please come to the podium and state your
0:41:44	name and address
0:41:45	for the record first we will take a
0:41:48	presentation by
0:41:50	the applicant
0:42:01	good evening president ward members of
0:42:03	the commission can everyone hear me okay
0:42:05	all right i figured if you could move
0:42:07	that as close to your face as possible
0:42:09	okay
0:42:10	i'll try how's that uh
0:42:43	so that's what city managers are for
0:42:46	all right okay let's start over uh
0:42:49	president moore member's plane
0:42:50	commission let me introduce myself first
0:42:52	i'm going to introduce mike malucci with
0:42:54	pacific seafood
0:42:56	we're going to do the appleton's
0:42:57	presentation this way i'm going to talk
0:42:59	briefly
0:43:00	and i think we can answer a number of
0:43:01	your questions the exact staff
0:43:03	and i want to go over a few things and
0:43:05	i'll turn over to mike
0:43:06	uh but but throughout the year and if
0:43:08	you have questions you think of please
0:43:10	ask us why the hearing is open so we can
0:43:12	try and answer them i don't know that we
0:43:13	can answer
0:43:14	all of them tonight but we'll do our
0:43:15	best to do that if we can
0:43:17	so my mailing address is one two one one
0:43:19	southwest fifth avenue suite 1900
0:43:21	portland 97204 my name again is mike
0:43:25	robinson and i
0:43:26	i said i'm here tonight i have the
0:43:27	applicant standing behind me
0:43:29	to my left is mike malucci mike is with
0:43:31	pacific seafood
0:43:32	mike is tasked with finding locations
0:43:34	for workers that's the biggest challenge
0:43:36	pacific seafood in warrenton has is
0:43:38	finding places for the employees to live
0:43:41	as you know housing is limited and
0:43:43	expensive
0:43:44	especially in the summer and that's when
0:43:46	they have the peak demand for employees
0:43:49	so i think i only have four things to
0:43:51	say before i turn it over to mike
0:43:53	first of all we agree with the staff
0:43:54	report findings the condition of
0:43:56	approval
0:43:57	and the recommendation the planning
0:43:59	commission prove this is a temporary use
0:44:00	i think barbara did a nice job of
0:44:02	explaining that this isn't a permanent
0:44:04	use
0:44:04	this is for one year which is what your
0:44:06	code provides for
0:44:07	if you approve it and if the applicant
0:44:09	wants to continue
0:44:10	operating after a year we have to come
0:44:12	back in the public process
0:44:13	and have the planning commission approve
0:44:15	each extension and
0:44:17	that's up to us to meet the burden of
0:44:18	proof we agree with the 11 conditions of
0:44:21	approval especially those having to do
0:44:23	with parking we think they're reasonable
0:44:24	and they're feasible to be achieved
0:44:27	i would say and i think mike's going to
0:44:28	cover this more than i should
0:44:30	there's not with the condition of
0:44:32	approval there won't be a traffic issue
0:44:34	more importantly though the workers
0:44:36	aren't going to have cars
0:44:38	this is primarily a workforce that
0:44:40	relies on transportation
0:44:42	to and from the plant and then places of
0:44:45	worship or shopping or
0:44:46	other tasks and i think commissioner
0:44:49	corker and you asked some good questions
0:44:50	about how that would work out and mike
0:44:51	can talk about that a little more
0:44:53	but in terms just of impact on traffic
0:44:56	it's not the kind of use that should
0:44:57	have an
0:44:58	impact on traffic and i think the
0:44:59	conditions of approval recommended to
0:45:01	you by staff accomplish that the
0:45:04	approval criteria are satisfied
0:45:06	temporary use requires a temporal it's a
0:45:08	limited time use
0:45:10	we're comfortable with that it requires
0:45:12	that we give a minimum
0:45:13	that we make a minimal investment to
0:45:15	more than minimal capital investment
0:45:17	and that's what we propose to do
0:45:20	as i said we're comfortable with the
0:45:22	condition of approval requiring shuttles
0:45:24	you have a discussion with mike about
0:45:26	whether three is the right number and
0:45:27	how they'll operate and i would
0:45:28	encourage you to do that
0:45:31	buildings vacant this this is an
0:45:33	appropriate use for the building
0:45:35	we don't plan on making any exterior
0:45:37	improvements except to comply with the
0:45:39	conditions of approval
0:45:40	what you see now is generally what we
0:45:42	will see if the use is approved and
0:45:44	operating
0:45:45	other than what we need to do to satisfy
0:45:46	the condition
0:45:48	and i think i would in my part by saying
0:45:50	and we're all
0:45:52	we're subject to the to the criteria we
0:45:55	have to demonstrate
0:45:56	your satisfaction that we need those
0:45:57	that's what this hearing is all about
0:46:00	but i want to emphasize that it's a real
0:46:03	task
0:46:03	for specific seafood to find housing for
0:46:06	employees it just is
0:46:07	and not every site is is going to be
0:46:10	suitable for it
0:46:11	if we're not able to use a site like
0:46:12	this what pacific seafood has to do is
0:46:14	seek out housing
0:46:16	in the rental market or motels and what
0:46:19	life would tell you is seeking housing
0:46:21	in the rural market has an impact
0:46:22	on in other ways so we're trying to use
0:46:25	a vacant building
0:46:26	that's set up for groovy use i think
0:46:28	mike will have a suggestion and
0:46:29	commissioner womack asked about this
0:46:31	michael have a suggestion about the
0:46:32	number of employees that might be
0:46:34	suitable to be housed there
0:46:36	so let me stop talking and turn over to
0:46:38	mike if there are questions that i can
0:46:40	help you with or help answer
0:46:41	please ask me but other than that i'm
0:46:42	gonna have my talk
0:46:44	and then we'll listen to our neighbors
0:46:46	and then we'll come back
0:46:48	thank you for your time
0:47:06	i appreciate your time here to evening
0:47:09	and i want to thank the city staff for
0:47:12	being so helpful and responsive
0:47:15	hopefully it's in the my name is mike
0:47:16	malucci i'm the director of housing and
0:47:18	facilities
0:47:19	for uh pacific seafood
0:47:23	i was assigned the task about a year and
0:47:26	a half ago to find
0:47:27	housing along the oregon coast in
0:47:30	washington
0:47:32	to to find workforce housing for
0:47:36	employees so what i'd like to talk
0:47:38	briefly about
0:47:39	is the context of how i got here
0:47:43	and the reason for our request
0:47:46	to utilize the astoria point
0:47:50	for at least a year and to answer any
0:47:53	questions
0:47:54	uh the general manager of the warrenton
0:47:57	plant which was burned down sadly
0:48:01	about five years ago and was rebuilt and
0:48:03	opened
0:48:04	this last summer is here uh john king
0:48:08	and the hr manager cara and me and mike
0:48:11	i always mispronounce her name and she
0:48:14	accepts my apology always
0:48:16	hopefully tonight's discussion will be a
0:48:19	positive dialogue between
0:48:21	us and the neighbors and that's in the
0:48:24	community
0:48:25	that's really why i'm here
0:48:28	let me give you the context of how i got
0:48:32	here
0:48:32	in pacific seafood got here historically
0:48:36	the housing
0:48:37	for our seasonal workers and our
0:48:39	permanent
0:48:40	team members has really been
0:48:46	going into the community and seeking
0:48:48	housing uh
0:48:50	rooms apartments and and
0:48:53	uh other means of uh housing
0:48:57	uh but recently as we all know the
0:48:59	trends
0:49:00	of housing in at least in portland in
0:49:04	the metro area has been shrinking
0:49:06	and the supply has been very limited for
0:49:09	a variety of
0:49:10	complex variables when i came down to
0:49:14	the coast
0:49:15	and have the assignments and look for
0:49:17	housing i thought this would be a quick
0:49:19	solution
0:49:20	but the housing supply and
0:49:23	especially for workforce housing is as
0:49:26	serious
0:49:27	as in portland in the metro here and i
0:49:30	travel the coast up to westport
0:49:33	astoria warrenton and newport and
0:49:36	spend at least once a week looking for
0:49:39	housing
0:49:40	and my brief analysis is the supply
0:49:44	in terms of housing and moderate
0:49:47	first-time starters is not going to
0:49:50	improve in the foreseeable future and
0:49:52	sadly in the long-term future
0:49:55	so the solution for us or for my thought
0:49:58	process
0:49:59	and the staff that i work with was
0:50:02	either to buy housing residential
0:50:05	housing or apartments
0:50:07	but that created a problem in terms of
0:50:10	our values at pacific seafood
0:50:13	by buying that type of property we're
0:50:16	going to create
0:50:17	a larger problem for housing in terms of
0:50:20	shortage
0:50:22	so part of the solution that we thought
0:50:25	of in terms of a proactive solution
0:50:28	was to look at commercial buildings we
0:50:31	looked at one in newport
0:50:33	and we looked at some in westport and
0:50:36	westport our solution because the supply
0:50:39	was a little different each location
0:50:41	has a different supply issue and
0:50:44	uh we bought a small cottage
0:50:47	motel that works well for our plant up
0:50:50	there and it's worked
0:50:52	for at least about a year and it's
0:50:54	currently
0:50:55	working so the solution really wasn't
0:50:59	the best solution
0:51:01	in terms of acquiring apartments or
0:51:03	residents
0:51:04	houses the best solution that we thought
0:51:08	of was to look at commercial property
0:51:11	uh and uh potentially retrofit that type
0:51:15	of property
0:51:16	in terms of dorms or workforce housing
0:51:19	and when i happened to come across the
0:51:21	astoria
0:51:22	point property it seemed to me our
0:51:25	requirements
0:51:27	and when i started to assess that
0:51:29	through inspection and
0:51:31	fire systems and talking with the city
0:51:34	it more and more seem to suit our needs
0:51:39	i'm certainly as i've heard and read
0:51:41	about
0:51:42	the concerns of the neighbors in the
0:51:45	community
0:51:46	is willing to come down to 80 which is
0:51:49	the use
0:51:50	in the staff report and historical use
0:51:53	i certainly want to be flexible and
0:51:55	specific seafood wants to be flexible
0:51:58	and with the balance between the
0:52:00	community
0:52:01	and what the zone will allow
0:52:04	so i'm certainly willing to have that
0:52:06	kind of discussion
0:52:08	why that story of point properties
0:52:11	fits so well is that it's safe it meets
0:52:15	the building code requirements it has a
0:52:17	fire system
0:52:18	in terms of alarm and a sprinkler system
0:52:21	has a central kitchen
0:52:23	it is sleeping quarters it has showers
0:52:26	every
0:52:26	about every six rooms and it has a
0:52:30	laundry and it has a large recreational
0:52:32	facility overlooking a spectacular
0:52:35	view of the astoria bridge
0:52:39	what pacific seafood has and has
0:52:42	implemented in the last two years
0:52:44	over my watch is to create an
0:52:47	operational plan with a housing
0:52:49	agreement
0:52:50	and that housing agreement is a buy-in
0:52:52	from
0:52:53	the team members that they sign
0:52:56	to be allowed housing or a buy part of
0:52:59	the housing program
0:53:01	that agreement says that you will abide
0:53:03	by our
0:53:04	program and you will get housing and
0:53:07	that's
0:53:08	a very positive thing in a community
0:53:11	westport and also newport astoria and
0:53:14	warrenton
0:53:16	because unfortunately there's no housing
0:53:18	if there is
0:53:19	apartments are running about 12.50 and
0:53:22	that's fairly
0:53:23	cost prohibitive for a team member
0:53:27	so once they sign or agree to the
0:53:29	agreement they have to abide by certain
0:53:31	house rules
0:53:32	we have the dormitory manager on site in
0:53:35	westport they've signed the agreement
0:53:37	the compliance is fairly strict they
0:53:39	can't drink on the property
0:53:41	smoking is in a certain area they have
0:53:44	to limit their noise
0:53:46	past 10 o'clock yeah it's essentially be
0:53:49	quiet
0:53:49	and stay in your room or congregate and
0:53:53	socialize
0:53:54	but don't impact the neighborhood
0:53:57	they do can cook in their rooms with
0:54:00	crock pots
0:54:01	and small burners but that is very
0:54:04	limited
0:54:05	so they have to abide by this agreement
0:54:08	and if they don't they will be
0:54:10	terminated after a warning or two if
0:54:13	it's severe enough they'll be terminated
0:54:15	immediately
0:54:16	they can still work if the behavior
0:54:18	isn't agreed it's not
0:54:19	at our plan but the reality is they
0:54:22	won't be able to find
0:54:23	housing in terms of transportation i
0:54:27	certainly want to
0:54:28	address that with the community is that
0:54:32	we generally have shuttle bus r
0:54:35	or vans just like the airport vans that
0:54:38	you see
0:54:38	at the airport and we shuttle people to
0:54:42	and from different locations and
0:54:45	primarily we do that because seasonal
0:54:47	workers generally don't have
0:54:49	a license so they don't bring their car
0:54:51	up
0:54:52	so speaking to the hr manager cara it's
0:54:55	usually about
0:54:56	two to five percent of the total group
0:54:59	so it's very limited and we've played
0:55:02	that
0:55:03	out in newport we rent a lot of motels
0:55:06	presently and shuttle them back and
0:55:10	forth so i'm certainly willing to answer
0:55:12	questions on that in terms of working
0:55:15	with the neighbors
0:55:16	there's generally a contact person in
0:55:18	newport
0:55:19	that they can call and a hr manager
0:55:23	immediately if there's concerns they can
0:55:26	also call
0:55:27	contact our property manager that is
0:55:30	available
0:55:31	they certainly can call me directly
0:55:34	my view of people being good neighbors
0:55:37	is that they have to be
0:55:38	by definition good neighbors and add to
0:55:41	the community
0:55:42	and if they can't do that we don't want
0:55:45	them as team members
0:55:47	because pacific seafood takes pride in
0:55:49	their product and pride in their
0:55:51	workforce
0:55:53	the goal of why we want to stabilize
0:55:55	housing is really twofold
0:55:58	if we can stabilize our housing we can
0:56:01	bring
0:56:01	workers into our facility and they can
0:56:04	be
0:56:05	long-term employees that potentially can
0:56:08	buy
0:56:08	into the community and
0:56:11	it saves us money in terms of having to
0:56:14	bring people from long beach
0:56:16	last year we had to bring temporary
0:56:18	workers from longview
0:56:20	in california so those are the two
0:56:23	goals i'm certainly willing to consider
0:56:26	a neighborhood agreement
0:56:28	if the neighbors are willing to do that
0:56:31	to answer the questions regarding
0:56:33	transportation i think i've covered that
0:56:35	trash absolutely under no circumstances
0:56:39	are we going to have trash
0:56:41	and have the rodents and other things
0:56:44	once again the place has to be safe and
0:56:46	clean
0:56:47	my role in our property manager's rule
0:56:50	is if we can't sleep in it
0:56:52	no one's going to sleep in it and it's
0:56:54	got to be clean
0:56:57	and the police can't be being called all
0:57:00	the time
0:57:01	and that's why we would have one to two
0:57:03	people generally two people on site and
0:57:05	a larger facility
0:57:08	the 40 beds is really doesn't fill up
0:57:11	the whole facility because it was a
0:57:13	treatment center
0:57:15	it had a lot of a doctor's patient room
0:57:18	and other kinds of record-keeping
0:57:20	and so when we initially walked through
0:57:22	the premise we thought wow we could put
0:57:25	125
0:57:26	but i'm willing to admit that that might
0:57:29	not work and that might not be
0:57:31	that might be there and too many people
0:57:33	pumping up against each other
0:57:35	unfortunately fortunately this is an
0:57:38	experiment for us and we've learned a
0:57:41	lot in westport
0:57:43	and we've had lessons learned and we
0:57:46	know
0:57:46	we're starting to learn what works and
0:57:49	what doesn't
0:57:50	but throughout the state of oregon i
0:57:52	think we're the first
0:57:54	if not one of the first that is really
0:57:57	trying to explore
0:57:58	workforce housing to stabilize it and
0:58:01	potentially
0:58:02	hopefully be an example to the community
0:58:05	any questions please
0:58:10	students have any questions
0:58:14	um
0:58:18	try and get them in order here but just
0:58:20	that what comes off my head right now is
0:58:22	that
0:58:22	and i i suspect this is because of the
0:58:25	process and
0:58:26	council uh staff will let me know if
0:58:28	this is an inappropriate question
0:58:31	but you know this is sort of like
0:58:33	putting a hotel
0:58:35	in and and when hoteliers come to us and
0:58:39	want to put in a hotel
0:58:40	they tell us uh what it will add to the
0:58:43	community
0:58:44	and i think that um just for myself and
0:58:48	and reading some of the comments what
0:58:50	what we're hearing
0:58:52	what we're lacking is not so much
0:58:55	uh what pacific seafoods wants to do
0:58:58	with this particular
0:58:59	facility but who are these people
0:59:03	and i don't mean are they documented
0:59:05	there's been some
0:59:06	kind of uh semi-racial overtones or
0:59:11	ethnic overtones and some of the
0:59:12	comments we've received that i think are
0:59:14	not good
0:59:14	we hear them in the same way uh that
0:59:17	comes up with a warming center who are
0:59:19	these people
0:59:20	sure we don't know who they are but
0:59:22	these are these are working people
0:59:25	what are they coming in what are their
0:59:26	jobs what are they going to do
0:59:28	what are their when are they coming in
0:59:31	are they coming
0:59:32	in at all times of the day do they have
0:59:34	shifts
0:59:35	tell us the story of who who you're
0:59:37	going to put here
0:59:38	okay president moore and commissioner
0:59:42	price
0:59:43	i think the hr manager in the gm
0:59:47	might be able to answer that question in
0:59:49	a more precise way
0:59:52	but let me sort of put context to it
0:59:55	i ran a mediation center for the city of
0:59:58	beaverton a long time ago in my career
1:00:01	and i think part of it is we all suffer
1:00:04	from it
1:00:05	at least i do is the other problem the
1:00:08	other
1:00:09	if it's a handicap if it's a person of
1:00:12	color it's always the other and once you
1:00:15	bump up against them you have
1:00:17	a better experience so let me just give
1:00:20	you a short story in westport
1:00:22	we have a manager i hired her
1:00:26	and she was real concerned because we
1:00:28	brought some h2b
1:00:30	these workers and she was real concerned
1:00:33	about that but once she started to talk
1:00:35	to them
1:00:36	and socialize with them she really found
1:00:38	the stories incredible
1:00:40	in terms of what their work ethic is and
1:00:43	it changed hers and hopefully the
1:00:46	workers
1:00:47	and it was a positive experience but if
1:00:49	you know today in that situation
1:00:52	in westport it was very close to the
1:00:53	police station we didn't get one call
1:00:55	but i'll let kara
1:00:56	talk to you about that
1:01:03	hi my name is karen miguel i'm the
1:01:05	teacher manager here for example seafood
1:01:08	steamboats
1:01:15	um and so for the people that we bring
1:01:17	in um are people who vary
1:01:19	from every walk of life ever ethical
1:01:22	life
1:01:22	um they're all over the country um for
1:01:25	instance we just got three people back
1:01:27	from puerto rico
1:01:28	there was a season they went home for a
1:01:30	month to transition back to living here
1:01:33	in the community
1:01:34	we've had a lot of that daily i mean
1:01:36	that's one of our goals is to have these
1:01:38	people transition back into the
1:01:40	community
1:01:40	this is our way of helping them be able
1:01:43	to do that
1:01:44	um being able to afford a apartment for
1:01:47	one bedroom at 1100 1200
1:01:49	a month when you're making you know
1:01:52	a wage that's not horrible with a lot of
1:01:54	hours
1:01:55	it's hard for one person to do i think
1:01:57	everybody can admit that
1:01:59	um but our you know we have people like
1:02:02	from every country and every state that
1:02:05	come to
1:02:05	us most of these people are either
1:02:07	people that kind of support a family
1:02:09	at home and they're in a struggling
1:02:11	community
1:02:12	where there's not a lot of work we had
1:02:14	people from louisiana last year
1:02:16	not a lot of work there um the
1:02:19	unemployment rate's high
1:02:20	and the weight deserved um they made
1:02:23	three times as much as they would have
1:02:24	made in louisiana
1:02:25	here at our camera than they would have
1:02:27	made at home that summer
1:02:29	um if i if i may just to follow up on
1:02:33	this i really
1:02:34	um i don't really care where people come
1:02:36	from what their ethnic relational
1:02:38	background is
1:02:39	i was really more interested what are
1:02:40	their jobs what do they do for
1:02:42	pacific seafoods how when will they be
1:02:45	coming and going are there
1:02:46	different shifts what times of day
1:02:50	you know how many buses will be coming
1:02:52	and going at a certain time
1:02:55	you know and again and just in terms of
1:02:56	the people what are their jobs are they
1:02:58	filleting are they picking them off the
1:03:01	i mean i'm just
1:03:02	part of this is just interesting
1:03:04	interest of the community
1:03:05	that part but then the other part in
1:03:08	terms of how it
1:03:09	impacts the neighborhood is when will
1:03:13	they be coming and going
1:03:14	how many will be coming and going at a
1:03:16	certain time whether it's 80 or 125
1:03:20	again the shifts etcetera okay so we run
1:03:23	two full ships um one starts at either
1:03:25	six a.m or six to seven am
1:03:27	depending on what line want we have
1:03:29	multiple lines throughout the
1:03:31	plant depending on the start times but
1:03:33	that's not an hour
1:03:34	um that is half of the shift and would
1:03:37	you expect all
1:03:38	whatever number is there to be going no
1:03:41	so half the people will be on day shift
1:03:43	that starts at six or seven
1:03:44	um the other half would be on night
1:03:46	shift that starts at six pm
1:03:48	uh we also have a sanitation crew which
1:03:51	is about ten people
1:03:52	um which is half article with um local
1:03:55	hires
1:03:56	so about another five people that would
1:03:57	leave about 8 30 at night nine o'clock
1:03:59	at night
1:04:00	um those ships are ten hour shifts so
1:04:04	you're going to get home around you know
1:04:05	after about 11 hours right around there
1:04:09	um something those jobs range from
1:04:12	packing fish
1:04:13	to getting fish it depends on you know
1:04:17	we would have very beautiful layers if
1:04:18	that's what you're asking it's more of a
1:04:20	skilled position that takes years to
1:04:22	learn
1:04:23	um but yeah they're just their seafood
1:04:25	processors that will be there
1:04:27	um with the expectations over so just in
1:04:30	terms of uh
1:04:31	transportation and parking they're
1:04:33	coming and going through the
1:04:34	neighborhood which seems to be
1:04:36	one of the largest concerns is
1:04:40	that you know you would have perhaps
1:04:43	three buses coming in at
1:04:46	uh 5 30 in the morning yes to pick up
1:04:50	people to go for the day
1:04:51	shift yeah well they would be getting
1:04:52	off around 4 30 in the morning
1:04:54	so they would be headed back around 4 30
1:04:57	in the morning so you come in they would
1:04:58	transition
1:04:59	out and then the day shift would come in
1:05:02	and then get on those same buses that
1:05:04	just dropped everybody off
1:05:05	okay and then in the evening hours we're
1:05:07	talking about so we're talking about
1:05:08	sort of 4 30 a.m for a transition and
1:05:11	then what's the
1:05:12	uh evening hours it's an auction 4 30 5
1:05:14	30
1:05:15	in the evening those those are the two
1:05:18	main hours those will be the two main
1:05:19	hours
1:05:20	now like in the evening we've got people
1:05:22	off the fred meyers
1:05:23	walmart um downtown things like that and
1:05:26	they'll pick them up later
1:05:28	okay so that would be something that you
1:05:30	would pick them up at the
1:05:32	pacific seafoods in warrenton and take
1:05:34	them there before you bring them back to
1:05:36	the
1:05:37	housing there would be multiple runs and
1:05:39	that's what we've done in the past
1:05:41	yeah so you would have you would drop
1:05:42	them off not everybody wants to go to
1:05:43	the store and there were clothes right
1:05:45	give them the option to take a shower
1:05:48	you know and be able to go
1:05:49	right and this is daily seven days a
1:05:51	week yes
1:05:52	okay i'll i'll stop thank you
1:05:57	mr corporate questions
1:06:00	and so i'm trying to envision the
1:06:01	24-hour day in the neighborhood what i'm
1:06:03	hearing is
1:06:04	there will be an early shuttling of
1:06:07	buses up those streets
1:06:08	in the morning for the early shift and
1:06:12	then there will be another the return of
1:06:14	those that shift in the evening
1:06:16	but also there will be buses coming and
1:06:18	going throughout the day
1:06:19	doing the various things you said i
1:06:21	guess imagine if we're there so i expect
1:06:23	some buses in the morning
1:06:25	and then during the day what kind of
1:06:27	traffic might be coming back and forth
1:06:29	i would expect three or four cars a day
1:06:32	buses either one during the day of our
1:06:35	employees would be drivers and they
1:06:37	would also be helping them do other
1:06:38	things
1:06:38	so um you know the night shift person
1:06:41	you know after their shift
1:06:42	wanted to go home take a shower and go
1:06:44	out for a little while in the morning
1:06:46	they would be dropping them off so
1:06:50	is it is it possible that the bands
1:06:52	could could be driving 24 hours a day
1:06:55	up lincoln in melbourne
1:06:58	um this summer when we had housing in
1:07:00	other locations
1:07:01	um our buses really ran for about an
1:07:03	hour and a half in the morning
1:07:05	hour and a half in the evening um and
1:07:07	about one or two trips otherwise
1:07:09	thank you i'm thinking also about
1:07:11	pedestrian traffic in the neighborhood
1:07:13	has there been any consensus
1:07:15	so in your other in westport for example
1:07:18	how far
1:07:19	are the cottages from the local
1:07:21	wholesaling minima
1:07:25	they're in bicycling and uh and
1:07:29	um and they could walk but
1:07:32	it's a different kind of layout just to
1:07:34	be frank with you yeah and we frankly
1:07:36	won't be bicycling a whole lot up to
1:07:37	this location
1:07:38	yeah it's kind of going and so there
1:07:40	will be there will be pedestrian traffic
1:07:42	and there are foot foot foot but not
1:07:44	sidewalks but
1:07:45	stairways and stuff and so i'm just
1:07:47	wondering about i guess
1:07:50	the pedestrian impact on the community
1:07:52	if you thought about that if they're
1:07:53	insane
1:07:54	certainly the drivers are trained they
1:07:56	they have to
1:07:57	drive in a safe and and abide by the
1:08:00	speed limit certainly there can be
1:08:02	an agreement on certain routes that
1:08:05	would be taken at certain times
1:08:07	not to reduce the impact or the
1:08:09	significant concerns of the neighbors
1:08:11	uh it could be a kind of a mixed sort of
1:08:15	way to drive different different areas i
1:08:18	generally go up the steep hill and
1:08:20	also i'm also wondering the season from
1:08:22	when to win
1:08:35	it would be the same amount of people um
1:08:38	most of our crews stayed for the entire
1:08:40	season so it wouldn't be like 80 and 40
1:08:42	and 60 and 30 and 81
1:08:45	and it would be pretty consistent very
1:08:46	consistent yes and
1:08:48	what happens in westport what would you
1:08:50	expect to happen here in the off months
1:08:52	with the facility
1:08:54	it would uh so as the fishing season
1:08:57	comes based on
1:08:58	uh how the fishing season it cranks up
1:09:01	cranks down cranks up we i suspect some
1:09:03	of you already know that
1:09:05	does westport close for example uh yes
1:09:07	it does right the college is actually
1:09:09	closed would you expect that to be the
1:09:10	case in astoria
1:09:12	uh i'm not is that correct or
1:09:15	are they gonna i would think that i
1:09:16	think so so but it's a legend i'm sorry
1:09:19	it's a larger plant so uh it's it's a
1:09:22	plant that really
1:09:24	hasn't met its capacity yet
1:09:27	i guess the point i'm getting at is the
1:09:28	impacts that we're talking about
1:09:30	i guess it is also true that they will
1:09:33	be
1:09:34	limited to a certain time of year the
1:09:36	most trafficking time of the year but it
1:09:38	will be a may through november
1:09:40	residency certainly i would agree
1:09:45	and and will there be somebody on staff
1:09:48	in the off months trying to make sure
1:09:49	everything's okay
1:09:50	and all of that i imagine oh yes yes
1:09:53	somebody will be overseeing the facility
1:09:55	based on uh my view of how to run
1:09:58	facilities
1:09:59	and also certainly with the
1:10:02	the property owner i can't uh we're
1:10:04	unable to
1:10:05	allow that building to be vacant there's
1:10:08	a lot of maintenance that goes into it
1:10:12	how about final questions what about
1:10:15	visitors and family members that might
1:10:16	be coming and visiting over the course
1:10:18	of the season as far as accommodating
1:10:20	parking
1:10:22	and again impact on that facility
1:10:24	location in addition to the numbers with
1:10:26	actual people
1:10:26	there is uh some parking up above
1:10:30	the upper level off but
1:10:33	i think i'm probably not answering your
1:10:35	question
1:10:36	uh people can in westport how many sort
1:10:38	of family and friends come into the
1:10:40	cottages is it
1:10:43	is it an issue no it's not because those
1:10:46	workers are h2v
1:10:48	visa workers guys that's a long way yeah
1:10:50	um
1:10:52	what has has been the most common
1:10:54	complaint up in westport
1:10:55	with the neighbors or whatever
1:10:59	we really haven't had many complaints
1:11:02	are there neighbors close by or is it
1:11:03	kind of isolated across the street
1:11:06	and and the door manager makes sure that
1:11:09	she talks to the neighbors and has the
1:11:12	concern
1:11:13	it's about 50 we have 50 people up there
1:11:15	right now
1:11:17	and this is but now there's probably
1:11:19	nobody because it's january
1:11:20	no there's there's 50 right now for crab
1:11:23	season
1:11:30	it takes a significant amount of
1:11:31	commitment uh they're vetted with the
1:11:34	federal government
1:11:35	in terms of background checks and we
1:11:38	we need them you don't expect dungeness
1:11:40	to work here in
1:11:42	wintertime um i can't answer that i
1:11:45	don't know but
1:11:46	yeah but right now we're shifting the
1:11:51	dungeness up to westport to the process
1:11:53	the key thing is the impact should be
1:11:54	expected between may and november
1:11:57	yes
1:12:02	commissioners
1:12:04	i have a couple questions about your
1:12:06	current volume of rentals you spoke
1:12:08	about
1:12:08	that you're doing in the local community
1:12:11	currently
1:12:12	can you speak to how many properties you
1:12:14	currently have
1:12:15	in harrington we are renting
1:12:19	uh 14 units in one apartment complex
1:12:23	excuse me 12 which houses 48
1:12:26	team members they're two bedroom
1:12:28	apartments
1:12:30	with bunk beds and
1:12:33	we have a couple houses right now
1:12:36	but it's uh it's a tight market
1:12:40	and one of the issues regarding
1:12:43	homes and and rightfully so there's the
1:12:47	four person or five person zoning rule
1:12:50	that you you you cannot have uh four or
1:12:53	five unrelated people
1:12:55	into her house you don't want to impact
1:12:57	that residential zone
1:12:59	and but that's that's more for
1:13:02	barbarians
1:13:04	i was more interested in your impact
1:13:06	your intention to
1:13:07	vacate those other properties to bring
1:13:09	people to allow this to be more of your
1:13:11	primary workforce or your
1:13:13	you started out by saying it's expensive
1:13:16	to get apartments and properties and
1:13:17	workforce
1:13:18	housing is expensive for people who
1:13:20	actually have jobs and are looking for
1:13:22	properties is that part of your
1:13:24	initiative
1:13:25	my goal our goal is really not to take
1:13:29	apartments or single-family homes off
1:13:32	the market
1:13:32	but that plant right now
1:13:37	we need another uh for full capacity to
1:13:40	make it functions around 120 people
1:13:44	so coming down from 125 that's part of
1:13:47	the reason i got that number
1:13:49	is to go to 80 we still need 40 but
1:13:52	uh we have other options we're
1:13:54	considering but they're a year out
1:13:56	and you know we always work with
1:14:04	i have a few questions
1:14:08	could you talk about what improvements
1:14:11	are necessary at the site right now to
1:14:13	get it up to
1:14:14	a level where you could occupy it
1:14:17	uh i i think the property is
1:14:21	pretty move-in ready and i've had
1:14:24	a an inspection that's been done
1:14:28	and it's come back with general
1:14:29	maintenance that the property has
1:14:32	has been uh not really maintained for
1:14:35	two years it's really not
1:14:36	you know not criticizing the owner it's
1:14:38	just deferred maintenance
1:14:40	and it you know what if i were an owner
1:14:43	would i want to put that kind of
1:14:44	maintenance in it so
1:14:45	it's very limited it's sort of dry rot
1:14:47	issues i've had the
1:14:49	sprinkler system checked out that is
1:14:51	checked out very positively
1:14:54	no real concerns about that the fire
1:14:56	alarm system
1:14:58	appears to be working kitchen so there's
1:15:00	really limited maintenance i
1:15:02	i would agree with the recommendations
1:15:04	from the city
1:15:06	about those kind of improvements but
1:15:08	very
1:15:09	limited kind of capital improvement it's
1:15:11	really not in terms of just general
1:15:13	maintenance okay so you don't expect to
1:15:14	have a kitchen
1:15:15	or bathrooms or anything there's a
1:15:18	little bit right
1:15:21	so our comprehensive plan 2011
1:15:25	encourages moderate and low-income
1:15:27	housing
1:15:28	it seems like you're suggesting this is
1:15:31	workforce which
1:15:32	you've got to
1:15:35	market rate housing and
1:15:39	the implication then is that that you're
1:15:41	providing a cheaper
1:15:42	moving experience for your team
1:15:46	if you touch on i assume this isn't
1:15:50	i assume
1:15:57	how much what the difference is versus
1:16:00	for your housing versus market housing
1:16:04	we subsidized the housing in all the
1:16:07	various locations
1:16:09	and right now they they uh
1:16:12	they provide a contribution of ten
1:16:14	dollars a day
1:16:16	and uh that might go up a little bit but
1:16:19	not much
1:16:20	and so for the market for a worker to go
1:16:23	out in the market
1:16:25	you're not going to be able to get a
1:16:26	room for 300 dollars
1:16:29	but there is really when i started this
1:16:38	there is really but you're better at
1:16:41	that
1:16:41	knowledge there is really no
1:16:45	supply out there for apartments they're
1:16:47	available
1:16:48	in astoria warrenton and
1:16:51	newport you can't find an apartment
1:16:54	vacant and if they are they're about
1:16:56	1250 and based on
1:16:58	the investor model and outside investors
1:17:01	throughout the united states
1:17:02	buying these kinds of properties it's
1:17:05	sort of the stock portfolio of my loaded
1:17:07	knowledge
1:17:08	they go up seven percent so that's a
1:17:11	tough strategy
1:17:13	there really is no supply if there were
1:17:15	i
1:17:16	probably would not be here
1:17:21	okay i had a whole bunch of questions
1:17:22	about the shuttle service but i think
1:17:24	you addressed
1:17:25	the majority of those already
1:17:29	i think that's all the questions i have
1:17:32	any further questions from
1:17:34	the commission for the applicant okay
1:17:36	thank you very much thank you so much
1:17:38	um before we move on we'll take a five
1:17:40	minute break
1:17:41	we're about an hour and 20 into the
1:17:43	meeting so
1:17:45	we'll return it's 7.50 we'll return to
1:17:56	7.55
1:18:10	changes
1:18:38	wow
1:18:52	guys
1:19:34	oh
1:19:54	how do you do
1:20:30	uh
1:20:34	thank you
1:21:12	oh
1:22:08	is
1:22:22	sounds
1:22:50	nowhere
1:23:18	sense
1:23:32	so
1:23:46	flowers
1:24:00	all right are going to reconvene our
1:24:02	public hearings
1:24:23	all right at this time if there are
1:24:27	any presentations by persons in favor of
1:24:30	the application
1:24:32	approach say your name and address
1:24:36	public comments are limited to three
1:24:37	minutes
1:24:39	if you reach the time limit i'll give
1:24:41	you 10 seconds to wrap it up
1:25:02	and i represent the seller or the uh the
1:25:05	owner
1:25:06	property and nobody can
1:25:10	i cannot do that
1:25:14	and i'm just here to say that um she has
1:25:17	owned this property since 2006
1:25:20	and she has rented it to a
1:25:23	uh she leased it to a drug
1:25:27	treatment center until uh
1:25:30	two years ago and the reason that did
1:25:33	not work anymore
1:25:34	is because insurance companies limit uh
1:25:37	how much they'll pay for a stay and how
1:25:39	long that steak can be
1:25:40	so just didn't pencil anymore so it sat
1:25:44	vacant for two years and uh
1:25:47	pacific seafood became interested in it
1:25:50	and that will you know she lives in
1:25:54	memphis tennessee and so this will
1:25:57	keep her value up by them releasing it
1:26:01	and so of course we're all for it
1:26:18	is there a presentation by persons who
1:26:19	would speak impartial
1:26:21	to the application
1:26:25	can i ask a question
1:26:28	sir if you'd like to make a comment
1:26:32	you can do that if it matters if there's
1:26:49	all right so we'll move to uh is there a
1:26:51	presentation of that person
1:26:53	are you investing okay well i i did mark
1:26:56	uh partial on this sheet my name is
1:26:58	john wecker i'm at the first 105 west
1:27:01	exchange
1:27:02	just two blocks my wife and i uh
1:27:06	jackie submitted one of the letters
1:27:09	to you and so i won't
1:27:13	go through that except um that we were
1:27:18	torn actually
1:27:19	uh that's why i marked impartial because
1:27:22	we're aware
1:27:23	that housing issues uh that doesn't make
1:27:26	sense for the facility to stay empty
1:27:30	and yet what should go in it we also
1:27:32	realize
1:27:33	i think that uh density in the story if
1:27:35	we're going to deal with these issues
1:27:37	is probably going to be something we're
1:27:38	going to have to adjust to and
1:27:40	that's not always bad our prior
1:27:43	experience with facility
1:27:44	was positive both with the care center
1:27:47	and the treatment center in the sense of
1:27:50	just a few complaints for us
1:27:52	anyway that we might have felt with some
1:27:54	parking
1:27:55	on the uh north side of west exchange on
1:27:59	the other hand
1:28:00	the reality of a substantial and sudden
1:28:02	population increase
1:28:04	in the neighborhood is also i think a
1:28:06	valid issue of livability and
1:28:09	wanting to be a good neighbor
1:28:12	the comments tonight and your questions
1:28:14	are have been really good to fill out
1:28:16	the vision
1:28:16	for me as to what what might happen um
1:28:20	and i think you addressed some of the
1:28:22	things i was going to say i mean
1:28:23	uh a tripling of the number of people
1:28:25	from the last
1:28:26	uh occupants 50 more for the previous
1:28:31	generated lots of questions that you
1:28:33	have yourselves uh i think
1:28:35	uh generated um
1:28:38	so with the comments in the in the paper
1:28:41	i think you have in
1:28:42	our letter i think you've addressed most
1:28:43	of them i just like the accent i think
1:28:45	at this point uh one question that we
1:28:48	noticed in there and that's what is the
1:28:50	meaning of the phrase lack of clear
1:28:52	definition allowing the use
1:28:54	classification and no specific category
1:28:58	for the proposed use
1:29:00	to us this implies a totally new use in
1:29:03	some ways not totally i want this word
1:29:04	totally but a new use
1:29:05	and therefore new questions we feel that
1:29:09	if the new use
1:29:10	is being put within an inadequate
1:29:12	classification
1:29:13	that then it may be overlooking some
1:29:15	significant concerns
1:29:16	should there not be a greater analysis
1:29:19	of the potential impact of the project
1:29:20	before
1:29:21	before proceeding and those statements i
1:29:24	mean those comments in there about
1:29:26	uh uh no specific category and the
1:29:29	pacific seafood folks
1:29:31	mentioning this is experimental for them
1:29:32	makes me think this is in sort of a
1:29:34	category of of its own that may need
1:29:38	a little bit more an analysis certainly
1:29:40	125
1:29:42	does not make sense to us uh 80 um
1:29:46	i in our paper or later we said maybe 40
1:29:48	to 50. so we're not
1:29:50	close to that and that's why uh
1:29:53	we're a little further away than some of
1:29:55	our neighbors we're two blocks over
1:29:57	but we have been affected uh you know by
1:29:59	the narrow streets and the landslide and
1:30:02	all of that that happened in
1:30:03	2017. wondering if maybe uh half of you
1:30:07	half of your
1:30:08	six-month
1:30:11	condition rather than a full year
1:30:14	because of the possibility of this
1:30:16	building being successfully used for
1:30:18	housing
1:30:18	we'd like this to work for everyone
1:30:20	involved and not
1:30:22	backfire in some way that would make it
1:30:24	more difficult for other creative
1:30:26	housing
1:30:26	to go on in the city so i appreciate
1:30:28	your careful
1:30:30	analysis of this this issue i'm not sure
1:30:33	if i'm
1:30:34	i think we're still impartial
1:30:37	uh against 125 i'd just be
1:30:41	against 125 for sure i'm feeling and
1:30:44	there's no analysis of this somebody
1:30:46	figured out like whatever the impact do
1:30:49	you have
1:30:50	given to help get a vision for this for
1:30:53	me
1:30:53	but um um 40 to 50 i
1:30:57	you know i don't know um
1:31:01	i'd probably shift over to uh
1:31:04	four thank you very much
1:31:08	are there any further presentations by
1:31:10	persons who would speak
1:31:11	impartial to the application
1:31:17	uh diana kirk 151 west franklin um i
1:31:20	live about five houses to the right of
1:31:22	this photo
1:31:24	um i drive on west exchange and
1:31:26	melbourne avenue probably six or seven
1:31:28	times a day
1:31:29	i own workers tavern at the bottom of
1:31:30	the hill my children
1:31:33	are constantly shuttled up and down that
1:31:34	hill it is
1:31:36	very very hard to drive on west exchange
1:31:39	with no carbs on either side of it but
1:31:41	everybody's already addressed that
1:31:42	i think i just want to bring a little
1:31:44	heart to this because we're all talking
1:31:45	about zoning and all of this
1:31:47	workers tavern has literally been
1:31:49	feeding cannery workers for
1:31:50	100 years and they still eat in my bar
1:31:54	all the time from bornstein country and
1:31:56	above worker siren
1:31:58	our cannery workers from bornstein um
1:32:01	i will welcome that place to be filled
1:32:03	with cannery workers because
1:32:05	none of us would be here if it wasn't
1:32:07	for cannery workers
1:32:08	um this whole town is based on the
1:32:10	canneries and i
1:32:12	hate the idea of any cannery not being
1:32:15	successful on the coast
1:32:16	and having to move somewhere because we
1:32:18	can't provide housing
1:32:20	this is a great use for that facility in
1:32:22	my mind i am concerned about the 125 and
1:32:25	how
1:32:25	is going to impact my home and my
1:32:28	children's lives
1:32:29	up and down that hill just because i'm
1:32:31	being lazy about driving up and down
1:32:33	that hill
1:32:34	but um i really would love to see more
1:32:37	workforce
1:32:38	more workforce housing in this town and
1:32:40	i commend
1:32:41	the seafood companies on the coast
1:32:43	pornstein and pacific seafood for
1:32:45	finding alternative ways that place has
1:32:47	been empty for two years which hasn't
1:32:49	done any of us on the hillside any good
1:32:51	because it's attracted
1:32:52	other types of people that have come and
1:32:54	parked up there which we don't really
1:32:56	want either
1:32:57	so i don't know if i'm really for 125 it
1:33:00	seems like a lot but maybe we have to
1:33:02	test it out
1:33:03	see how it goes have a year change that
1:33:06	i definitely don't want to see it turned
1:33:08	down for any reason
1:33:10	just because it might solve a cannery
1:33:12	problem in this town that is a really
1:33:14	big problem that we see in uniontown
1:33:16	a lot the county workers are a big part
1:33:18	of our businesses in uniontown
1:33:20	they provide a lot of income for the
1:33:21	businesses in uniontown
1:33:23	and for that reason i would be for it so
1:33:26	thank you
1:33:29	thank you mister
1:33:32	is there another person who wishes to
1:33:35	make a presentation
1:33:36	impartial to the application
1:33:41	all right we will move on is there a
1:33:43	presentation by persons who would speak
1:33:45	against the application
1:33:58	hi my name is michelle adams i was like
1:34:00	at 349 melbourne avenue
1:34:03	um it's that south west
1:34:06	commercial for a lot
1:34:10	inside that parking lot
1:34:14	right now let's see here there's
1:34:20	my biggest concern is like emergency
1:34:22	vehicles um
1:34:24	my property is a flag lot and i'm
1:34:26	supposed to have about 25 feet of
1:34:28	access from my property to the street
1:34:32	right now i don't even have six feet
1:34:34	because
1:34:35	that property is built on a really steep
1:34:37	hill
1:34:39	when i've heard the city
1:34:42	i think city planner discussing of
1:34:46	putting a boundary up
1:34:47	and possibly using those parking spots
1:34:50	for additional parking for that building
1:34:52	um that's gonna not let fire trucks it's
1:34:55	not gonna let utilities get to my
1:34:56	property i have trash
1:34:58	too my trash um i even got pictures
1:35:01	of all this stuff that i can give you
1:35:03	guys but
1:35:05	my trash is on that street my mailbox is
1:35:08	on that street
1:35:10	there's power lines there's water
1:35:12	there's a lot of utility workers that
1:35:14	use this tree although it doesn't look
1:35:15	like a very busy street
1:35:17	it's a very important street not to just
1:35:19	block off for a parking lot
1:35:21	um just so buses can do a u-turn
1:35:25	um my other concern is that fire curve
1:35:28	you can see there's two two buses
1:35:31	already parked
1:35:33	um on the north side of that building
1:35:35	that's a fire
1:35:37	a fire uh curb and you can already see
1:35:41	that they're already violating that by
1:35:42	parking and getting 125 people living
1:35:45	there
1:35:45	and parking if there's gonna be three
1:35:48	shuttles they're gonna
1:35:49	back they're gonna have to back up
1:35:52	behind one of each other as they each
1:35:53	fill and that's gonna block all that
1:35:55	fire hazard
1:35:57	um other fire hazards include how the
1:36:01	it used to be a hospital and i am a
1:36:03	nurse when i work in hospitals and what
1:36:05	i do know is there's a lot of oxygen
1:36:06	lines running through the walls of
1:36:08	hospitals um
1:36:10	i heard the applicants saying that
1:36:12	people are going to be using burners and
1:36:14	crockpots to cook in there
1:36:15	i don't think that hospitals are built
1:36:18	for that um
1:36:20	we don't allow them at st john's pcell
1:36:22	hospital where i work
1:36:25	especially smokers we don't let anybody
1:36:28	smoke inside of a hospital room
1:36:30	that's a really good way to blow up a
1:36:36	building
1:36:38	i also look at the uh with the articles
1:36:42	7.050
1:36:44	um unlawful parking these
1:36:48	two cars that are in them currently
1:36:50	parked on uh melbourne
1:36:53	um there's parking spaces spray painted
1:36:55	there already
1:36:56	which um would be unlawful unlawful
1:36:59	parking claims that the
1:37:01	current owner is doing at the moment
1:37:06	and my last thing is the proposed
1:37:07	barrier would need to be set back
1:37:09	on the um east side
1:37:13	of melbourne avenue and not block
1:37:16	melbourne avenue for emergency vehicles
1:37:18	utility workers
1:37:21	it's my safety that melbourne avenue
1:37:24	does not get blocked off
1:37:25	and coming in from the south side that
1:37:28	is
1:37:29	way too steep of a hill for a road the
1:37:30	grade would never tolerate
1:37:32	um any type of emerging emergency
1:37:35	vehicle to be
1:37:37	put driven down that hill
1:37:45	could she point to her lot
1:37:52	it's right here and it's a flag so i
1:37:55	only have about six feet
1:37:56	actually touching paved paving of
1:37:59	melbourne which my
1:38:03	and is that your house there my house is
1:38:05	right here
1:38:06	how do you get to your house i park my
1:38:08	car right here and i walk upstairs
1:38:11	to get to my house thank you
1:38:26	is there a person who wishes to speak
1:38:30	against the application
1:38:31	yes thank you my name is david gasser i
1:38:33	live at 249
1:38:34	west exchange i wanted to show you it is
1:38:37	the house immediately east of the
1:38:39	property
1:38:41	this is another picture this is a
1:38:43	picture literally
1:38:45	from our bedroom and it shows the
1:38:47	backyard of this facility it's supposed
1:38:49	to be handling
1:38:50	not 40 people which was overrun
1:38:54	but 125 this is the outdoor
1:38:57	smoking recreation area from our bedroom
1:39:01	and i just wanted to give that context
1:39:03	because
1:39:04	this is not experimental for us we
1:39:07	bought
1:39:08	our house 19 years ago it was a nursing
1:39:11	home
1:39:12	in a residential area i don't know what
1:39:14	this r3 business
1:39:17	on exchange and
1:39:20	and lincoln and grand are it's a bunch
1:39:23	of
1:39:23	families living there and we bought it
1:39:26	because it was a
1:39:27	wonderful quiet neighborhood um
1:39:30	when the point arrived we tried to work
1:39:32	with it because we were sympathetic to
1:39:34	the need for
1:39:35	drug and alcohol and we made
1:39:38	no formal complaints even though the
1:39:41	fence that i showed you was destroyed by
1:39:43	baseball's footballs
1:39:45	and horseshoes astoria point rebuilt it
1:39:48	our outdoor lighting system was
1:39:50	destroyed and replaced
1:39:52	by astoria point our house was deaded
1:39:56	with baseballs
1:39:59	baseball missed our window by three
1:40:00	inches it would have gone through our
1:40:02	television set
1:40:03	and the last thing is the east door
1:40:07	is 20 feet from our deck
1:40:11	and when three people go outside at
1:40:13	night and
1:40:14	talk and smoke it is like they have
1:40:16	joined us in our bedroom
1:40:19	so we have speed dialed the astoria
1:40:22	point people to help us
1:40:24	and they stopped people exiting from
1:40:27	there
1:40:28	and eliminated them being on the east
1:40:30	side of the building
1:40:31	to kind of work with their neighbors
1:40:33	because we couldn't sleep at night
1:40:35	when people were coming outside and
1:40:38	talking
1:40:38	and smoking the time that these people
1:40:42	are going to be here
1:40:44	with 125 is the only time we can open
1:40:48	our windows and go outside and be on our
1:40:50	deck
1:40:51	and our property taxes have doubled
1:40:54	because we live in such a favorable part
1:40:56	of our community
1:40:58	in conclusion if 20 people
1:41:02	are in that backyard for our neighbor
1:41:05	it's like an
1:41:06	echo chamber we can't be outside we can
1:41:09	barely conduct
1:41:10	conversations it's so loud and the smoke
1:41:13	which we don't smoke
1:41:15	neither do our neighbors it drives us
1:41:18	inside and we close our windows for a
1:41:20	story a point to accommodate
1:41:22	40 and at most 20 being outside at a
1:41:26	time
1:41:27	the idea of 125 people i know for a fact
1:41:31	because i was on a first
1:41:32	name basis with the astoria point people
1:41:34	that they had to dig up the floor once
1:41:36	because the water and sewer issues at
1:41:39	the showers and the bathrooms for 40
1:41:42	clients
1:41:42	overwhelmed the facility i know that to
1:41:45	be true because i
1:41:46	was i knew everybody and i was trying to
1:41:49	work with them
1:41:50	but the idea of 125 people coming and
1:41:54	going
1:41:55	at four in the morning it i simply don't
1:41:59	know how i would stay there
1:42:01	because it would be too noisy too smokey
1:42:04	and intolerable
1:42:05	and i want cheap housing that i'm
1:42:08	20 feet from the east
1:42:12	door and my car is parked
1:42:16	20 feet from the horseshoe pits
1:42:20	um bringer so
1:42:23	that's how close i am and it's been
1:42:27	tough to have the point there
1:42:30	but there was someone we could call
1:42:31	immediately
1:42:33	for any concerns and they responded
1:42:35	immediately
1:42:38	what i'm hearing now i can call who when
1:42:40	and get an answer in 24 hours
1:42:43	when what people are outside at one in
1:42:45	the morning and i can't sleep
1:42:47	that's my situation thank you thank you
1:42:50	mr usa
1:42:53	sir person for speaking against the
1:42:54	application
1:42:57	good evening my name is bruce watts i
1:42:59	live 318 lincoln
1:43:01	and i speak in opposition to the
1:43:03	application as it stands
1:43:06	i was one of the people who proposed
1:43:09	early on
1:43:10	a good neighborhood agreement one of the
1:43:12	things that you see here today
1:43:14	our neighbors direct neighbors to the
1:43:17	facility and i don't believe the way
1:43:21	it's been handled so far that the
1:43:24	neighbors feel
1:43:26	confident that things will be handled in
1:43:28	the future
1:43:29	in a good way as my neighbor just spoke
1:43:32	24 hours to
1:43:34	have someone respond is
1:43:37	not reasonable uh 125 people
1:43:41	the impact of the neighbors i think is a
1:43:43	little too much
1:43:45	i really urge the planning commission to
1:43:47	take a good solid look at this
1:43:49	and look at the number of uh people in
1:43:52	that facility
1:43:54	the concept of putting together
1:43:57	a good neighbor agreement which takes
1:43:59	into consideration some of the things
1:44:01	that you've heard
1:44:02	and some of the things that you've read
1:44:04	and also make it available that there is
1:44:06	someone
1:44:07	who can immediately respond to issues
1:44:09	because
1:44:11	it could put a nice a much increased
1:44:14	workload on the astoria police
1:44:16	department
1:44:18	because that will be the first course of
1:44:20	action for a number of people
1:44:22	when there's an issue so here is a
1:44:24	planning commission to take a good look
1:44:26	at this
1:44:27	and primarily looking at a good neighbor
1:44:29	agreement which will incorporate a
1:44:30	number of things that you've both
1:44:32	heard
1:44:45	i thought all these people
1:45:01	uh my name is price policky i live at uh
1:45:04	270
1:45:05	west exchange street uh which is right
1:45:07	across the street from uh
1:45:10	from the past a story of point would you
1:45:12	mind spelling your last name real quick
1:45:14	sure it's p o l
1:45:17	i c k y okay
1:45:22	we are opposed to the request and as 35
1:45:25	year residents of west expand street we
1:45:28	are concerned that the proposed use of
1:45:30	the astoria point property as workforce
1:45:33	housing for up to 125
1:45:35	or even 60 persons would have an adverse
1:45:38	impact on our neighborhood reference to
1:45:42	staff report and findings of fact
1:45:45	iv applicable review criteria and
1:45:47	findings of fact
1:45:48	c section 11.020 b
1:45:52	dot 1 3
1:45:56	cp
1:45:59	housing element uh i quote
1:46:02	protect neighborhood for incompatible
1:46:05	uses including large-scale commercial
1:46:08	industrial and public uses or activities
1:46:10	i'm
1:46:13	question does the temporary conditional
1:46:16	use for pacific seafood's
1:46:18	corporate workforce housing constitute
1:46:21	incompatible commercial use
1:46:25	we're also concerned that the
1:46:26	demographics of the proposed
1:46:28	125 or 80 temporary workers are not
1:46:32	known
1:46:33	so far i guess we did touch on that and
1:46:35	they explained that
1:46:37	melbourne avenue is used daily by
1:46:38	neighborhood residents who choose to
1:46:40	walk
1:46:40	recycle to work or to store an elderly
1:46:43	person's doing the regular walks
1:46:45	and school children who are left off the
1:46:47	bus stop on alameda
1:46:48	it's a narrow and steep uphill street
1:46:50	with known sidewalks
1:46:52	vehicles for transportation of the
1:46:54	proposed large workforce
1:46:56	will exacerbate the traffic where the
1:46:58	streets are already
1:47:00	marginally adequate there is currently
1:47:02	quite a lot of traffic on west exchange
1:47:04	because it is access to many properties
1:47:07	up the hill south and west
1:47:10	of here a story a point in the nursing
1:47:13	home previously occupying the site did
1:47:15	not have the traffic that is expected
1:47:16	with this proposal for workforce housing
1:47:18	the treatment center a nursing home had
1:47:20	confined patients
1:47:22	with only staff visitors and deliveries
1:47:24	to and from the site
1:47:26	in addition to having more people the
1:47:27	proposed workforce would presumably have
1:47:29	more
1:47:30	have personal and shuttle vehicles at
1:47:32	all hours and work shifts in addition to
1:47:34	staff visitors and deliveries
1:47:36	there's limited law street and on-street
1:47:38	parking on west exchange street for
1:47:40	residents and visitors
1:47:41	workforce transportation vehicles would
1:47:43	compete with residents for parking
1:47:46	our past experience with astoria point
1:47:48	included their
1:47:49	clients frequently issuing profanities
1:47:52	for all
1:47:52	including our grandchildren to here we
1:47:55	are concerned
1:47:56	the temporary conditional use for by
1:47:57	pacific seafood that a story point
1:47:59	properly
1:48:00	will decrease property values because of
1:48:03	increase traffic and noise this is so
1:48:06	especially the extension of temporary
1:48:07	uses granted
1:48:08	263 l media has potential to be
1:48:12	much more of an asset to the community
1:48:14	and a story of temporary corporate
1:48:15	workforce
1:48:16	housing in our opinion the property
1:48:19	would be better suited to veterans and
1:48:20	for elders before
1:48:22	and or elderly assisted living or
1:48:24	similar use that does not significantly
1:48:26	increase population density
1:48:28	traffic noise levels or decreased
1:48:30	property values
1:48:31	thank you for sending notice of public
1:48:33	hearing and providing information
1:48:36	thanks also for the opportunity to
1:48:38	provide feedback
1:48:40	thank you mr elisa
1:48:44	policky
1:48:54	good evening i have a few thoughts
1:49:02	194 lincoln street and i'm larry thor
1:49:05	mayla
1:49:08	for many years i sailed in alaska
1:49:11	and took supplies to camrys where there
1:49:14	were all kinds of
1:49:16	working people and i have to say that
1:49:22	the drinking of the drugs and fights
1:49:26	and crime were fairly calm
1:49:29	at cambridge more so than with the
1:49:31	general population i think that's
1:49:33	something that might be looked at
1:49:35	what kind of result you're going to have
1:49:38	but then on the other hand you have to
1:49:39	say depends on how it's run
1:49:44	my front window looks right out at
1:49:45	helping hands
1:49:47	which there was a lot of talk here about
1:49:50	that
1:49:51	and they're running it quite well and
1:49:53	it's not a problem
1:49:55	it is just not a problem so with proper
1:49:58	management
1:49:59	this could function but you have to keep
1:50:01	the people in line they shouldn't be
1:50:03	outside talking keeping their neighbors
1:50:05	awake at two o'clock in the morning
1:50:08	how you do that i'm not sure at all just
1:50:11	not sure
1:50:14	my front yard is the steps that
1:50:16	constitute lincoln street
1:50:18	where it comes up from from town
1:50:21	so one of the most direct routes for
1:50:23	them to get to a tavern or the
1:50:25	convenience store is going to be right
1:50:27	in front of my house
1:50:28	and with the general population we have
1:50:31	some
1:50:32	issues with that people coming back on
1:50:34	saturday night
1:50:35	maybe after a few drinks and talking too
1:50:38	loudly in
1:50:38	the summertime with your windows up so
1:50:41	none of us are going to
1:50:42	benefit by this the people in the
1:50:44	neighborhood are not going to benefit
1:50:48	this neighborhood is improving the
1:50:51	houses are being
1:50:52	fixed up and painted and it's just
1:50:54	improving dramatically in the last few
1:50:56	years
1:50:57	this is going to kind of like cut it off
1:50:59	with the knees because
1:51:01	there's no way this can be unless it's
1:51:03	properly managed
1:51:06	a good a good thing for the neighborhood
1:51:12	there are springs on all three routes
1:51:14	there's two
1:51:16	two roads people can walk to and from
1:51:19	from there to town and there's the steps
1:51:22	all of which have springs that flow most
1:51:24	of the year so there's
1:51:25	water on that pavement and the
1:51:27	appropriate ice at the bottom of the
1:51:29	steps when it's really cold
1:51:31	people are taking serious homes
1:51:35	so that's really all i have thank you
1:51:47	good evening my name is
1:51:49	mary cole shaw and my husband and i own
1:51:52	303 west exchange and it's the house
1:51:56	right next to the flag lot
1:51:58	that michelle adams had pointed out you
1:52:00	can see it share
1:52:02	the uh paved parking area just
1:52:05	to the west of 263
1:52:09	and the the applicant had stated that
1:52:12	the
1:52:13	um housing will be similar to
1:52:16	other group homes and
1:52:20	there's a definition of group housing
1:52:22	and under density
1:52:24	it states that group housing
1:52:28	resident density is limited to two
1:52:31	residents
1:52:31	per 1000 square feet of total
1:52:35	gross floor area
1:52:38	and if you look at 125
1:52:41	people that density
1:52:45	would be the equivalent of 62
1:52:49	500 square feet
1:52:52	outdoor area that would be required
1:52:55	would be the equivalent of 6002
1:53:00	we don't believe that this facility
1:53:03	matches that capacity i'm lucky to look
1:53:06	at that
1:53:08	thank you thank you
1:53:23	how many people are for it sir
1:53:26	this is your opportunity to get one
1:53:28	person and i would like to ask people
1:53:30	that are foreign
1:53:40	okay and guess what i'm not bored can
1:53:42	you tell
1:53:44	i'll try to be more realistic about
1:53:46	something wrong
1:53:48	things like that the staff report man
1:53:50	one of which is
1:53:52	the minimal capital investment you know
1:53:55	i'm not sure what
1:53:56	minimal means but that sounds kind of
1:53:59	vague to me okay
1:54:00	so i don't know how they're going to fix
1:54:02	those
1:54:03	i don't know what minimal means i don't
1:54:05	know okay temporary use
1:54:08	one category requires a conditional use
1:54:11	per minute according to the r3 zone
1:54:13	i've made you guys a process and i i
1:54:15	don't understand that but
1:54:17	uh including group housing parking rates
1:54:20	are 1.25
1:54:22	spaces for one bedroom group housing
1:54:25	the applicants are proposing up to 125
1:54:28	there are 12 parking spaces five spaces
1:54:32	accessed off the west exchange where i
1:54:34	live so i will be impacted by this
1:54:36	i'm trying to be realistic here um
1:54:40	but it's not to be like you've got 40
1:54:42	beds
1:54:43	possibly and times 1.25 i'm not a
1:54:46	mathematician let's have like 50 parking
1:54:48	spaces
1:54:49	and they only have 17 today today
1:54:52	um you know it's three that doesn't seem
1:54:55	realistic
1:54:56	um okay why should you occupy from the
1:55:00	public works
1:55:01	department i think they're probably to
1:55:03	get better through salvages
1:55:06	okay at the ratio of one space per four
1:55:09	bags the applicant shall provide
1:55:11	32 spaces with 75
1:55:14	as long term parking that might have
1:55:18	been the bike
1:55:19	but even the fight thing how many
1:55:21	fighters are going to drive their bike
1:55:23	from that's where i'm going to warm so
1:55:25	even though you might provide all these
1:55:27	viking
1:55:28	parking spots at the place we're not
1:55:30	going to be riding them
1:55:34	um where is home you guys talked about
1:55:37	all these people that come from all
1:55:38	these different countries
1:55:40	and you know i don't want to
1:55:43	get into some kind of racial event i'm i
1:55:46	have a white person
1:55:48	but i'm not prejudicial on this side i
1:55:50	hope
1:55:51	it's definitely but there are not going
1:55:53	to be people with cars
1:55:55	are they i mean that's what i think if
1:55:56	there's 125 people all with cars where
1:55:59	are they going to park
1:56:01	they're going to leave them at the plant
1:56:02	okay my grand team i'm trying to be real
1:56:05	is my three minutes up there please
1:56:10	then i was looking at these findings
1:56:12	with the condition number three
1:56:14	condition number two condition number
1:56:16	four
1:56:16	condition number five twenty-four
1:56:19	long-term parking spaces
1:56:21	that's what viking said anyway so
1:56:27	i'm sorry the applicant proposes
1:56:28	employee housing in the city's highest
1:56:31	density residential management and
1:56:34	that's already
1:56:35	listed as such and then now you want to
1:56:39	add another 125 people to that
1:56:42	i live right next door and i think that
1:56:44	will be impacting me
1:56:46	um livable and safe neighborhood
1:56:49	blah blah blah right here defining that
1:56:52	the standard is not
1:56:54	met that can be met with conditions of
1:56:57	approval
1:56:57	outlined earlier in the report and noted
1:57:00	in the recommendations
1:57:02	section but my point is the standard is
1:57:04	not net according to your guy's own
1:57:06	reports
1:57:07	and i doubt my time's up i'm sorry
1:57:18	hi my name is scott benton i live at 221
1:57:21	lincoln street
1:57:23	if you look on the map there we see the
1:57:24	driveway towards the top that
1:57:26	sort of winds off to the right it goes
1:57:28	up to the top i'm about 50 yards from
1:57:29	that driveway
1:57:31	i bought my house there about a year ago
1:57:34	so i'm a new resident
1:57:35	and so quite shocked and disappointed
1:57:39	in this application i'm obviously
1:57:41	against it
1:57:43	four reasons i'm trying to agree with
1:57:45	transportation and traffic
1:57:47	living conditions of temporary workers
1:57:49	safety and osha
1:57:50	and effects on our peaceful neighborhood
1:57:52	and i did send in a letter by the way i
1:57:53	think is in
1:57:54	in in mrs breyer's packet and
1:57:57	unfortunately i did all my
1:57:58	transportation
1:57:59	um estimates based upon what i thought
1:58:02	was going to be
1:58:03	10 to 13 person fans and then i'm
1:58:06	hearing tonight that's going to be a
1:58:07	25-person shuttle bus
1:58:09	so i'm not sure if i'm allowed to ask
1:58:10	questions but it's quite a quite a big
1:58:13	difference there so
1:58:14	i can't really address the
1:58:17	my calculations for how much traffic
1:58:20	this is going to
1:58:22	create for our neighborhood but i
1:58:23	certainly think a significant amount of
1:58:25	special needs to be done
1:58:26	and get some real specific answers about
1:58:30	how many buses
1:58:31	when they're going to run not only in
1:58:32	terms of taking people to work and
1:58:34	bathroom work but also
1:58:35	quote-unquote to do shopping and other
1:58:37	things um
1:58:38	i i think that this will simply
1:58:40	overwhelm the neighborhood
1:58:42	talk about um street parking and traffic
1:58:44	dangers
1:58:45	street parking is free and it's legal i
1:58:47	don't think of anything stopping or
1:58:48	preventing anybody from parking a car on
1:58:50	the street
1:58:50	as long as it's a legal place to park so
1:58:53	um there's nothing
1:58:54	uh that i think we can do about that
1:58:55	these streets are extremely narrow
1:58:58	uh they're clogged and they're busy as
1:59:00	some of the other folks have already
1:59:01	already
1:59:02	spoken about exchange street in
1:59:03	particular is very narrow has no
1:59:05	sidewalks
1:59:07	where lincoln turns into duane which is
1:59:10	how you get down to the city
1:59:12	there are two 90 degree
1:59:15	hairpin corners and when you're in a car
1:59:18	you can you can't see around the corner
1:59:20	so it's extremely dangerous
1:59:22	and i think that this creates a real
1:59:24	hazard
1:59:25	pedestrians bikes elderly and children
1:59:27	will be dodging vans all day long i
1:59:30	think this is an accident waiting to
1:59:31	happen
1:59:32	living conditions for the temporary
1:59:33	workers let's be honest this is a
1:59:35	barracks
1:59:36	this is a barracks um i think that this
1:59:39	is simply unacceptable the facility was
1:59:41	not designed for this type of abuse or
1:59:42	population
1:59:44	there's 24 client quarters they're going
1:59:45	to put five in a room
1:59:47	with bunk beds um and i think this is
1:59:50	something that creates a real
1:59:52	situation for the for the workers the
1:59:54	dining room is only 13 by 30.
1:59:56	for 125 people the daddy run my home
1:59:59	is a two-bedroom home is 13 by 30. so
2:00:02	where are these people all going to eat
2:00:03	where are they going to store their food
2:00:04	and how are they going to get their food
2:00:06	and what are they going to do for
2:00:07	recreational activity for 125 people
2:00:10	who's going to cook this treat where all
2:00:11	is this stuff going to be kept
2:00:13	and um i think that's a real concern
2:00:15	there's also safety and osha
2:00:17	concerns i have i'm not going to go
2:00:19	through those but
2:00:21	um there's a number of
2:00:26	all right i was trying to time myself to
2:00:27	be a consistency
2:00:34	sorry i'll try to speed this up i got 15
2:00:36	seconds left i think
2:00:38	for 125 people osha says you need 13
2:00:41	showers
2:00:41	nine toilets five washing machines
2:00:44	common toilets cleaned daily
2:00:46	the kitchen needs 26 burners tables and
2:00:48	chairs for 125 people
2:00:50	i don't think that this facility has
2:00:52	anywhere near those types of facilities
2:00:54	to support that population
2:00:56	lastly let me close this is the
2:00:58	equivalent of building 40 to 60 homes
2:01:00	in our neighborhood it's going to
2:01:02	completely overwhelm us it's going to
2:01:04	reduce our property values
2:01:05	and it's going to dramatically alter the
2:01:08	composition of our peaceful
2:01:10	lovely neighborhood for that reason i am
2:01:13	vainly opposed and i do thank you for
2:01:15	your time thank you mr penton
2:01:19	are there any further presentations by a
2:01:21	person than
2:01:23	against him my name is corey arm
2:01:26	i live 309 in alameda and my wife and i
2:01:30	have
2:01:30	262 and 264 west exchange
2:01:33	that we manage as long long-term rentals
2:01:36	and basically i just want to be recorded
2:01:39	as being opposed
2:01:40	to this project
2:01:44	basically it feels like we're talking
2:01:46	about bringing
2:01:48	um 60 to 80 maybe 100
2:01:51	people uh basically i mean
2:01:54	transient type people whether they're
2:01:56	farm boys from nebraska they're not from
2:01:58	here
2:01:59	they're not really vested in our
2:02:00	community and
2:02:03	um you know they could be perfectly good
2:02:06	people but they just don't have
2:02:07	the the sense of community maybe like
2:02:11	most of the neighbors would and
2:02:14	um as well as the traffic issues i just
2:02:18	feel like it's not a good idea to
2:02:21	unleash that on the community
2:02:24	thank you thank you
2:02:29	any further presentations by persons
2:02:31	opposed to the application
2:02:39	hi my name is linda gannon a homeowner
2:02:41	at 162 west
2:02:42	grand avenue which is the property
2:02:44	directly across the street from the
2:02:46	upper parking lot
2:02:48	um war zone r1 directly across
2:02:52	women industry our house has been there
2:02:55	since 1945
2:02:58	and i actually went to commissioner
2:03:00	earlier this year because i was really
2:03:02	concerned about how this property was
2:03:04	deteriorating
2:03:05	um so i was relieved when i had heard
2:03:08	rumors that people were looking at it we
2:03:10	heard the coast guard was looking at
2:03:12	however when i got the statement and we
2:03:15	saw that someone was looking to
2:03:16	add 125 temporary residents
2:03:20	we became concerned you know having read
2:03:23	about
2:03:23	the good neighbor agreement in warrenton
2:03:26	with the same company we wondered why
2:03:28	that wasn't mentioned here so i was glad
2:03:30	to hear that tonight
2:03:32	very concerned about the conditions
2:03:34	under which
2:03:36	this agreement could be renewed or not
2:03:38	renewed
2:03:39	and we want to make sure that that
2:03:41	information
2:03:42	would be clearly outlined i mean what if
2:03:45	there's
2:03:46	you know a certain number of police
2:03:48	calls or certain number of traffic
2:03:49	incidents would that be
2:03:51	a reason that once this was approved
2:03:54	that it could be not renewed um
2:03:56	also the number just the very fact is my
2:03:59	other neighbors have mentioned
2:04:00	um you know looking at the the public
2:04:03	record of how the
2:04:04	site is um configurated there's 24 rooms
2:04:08	um and to have 125 people that those
2:04:11	living conditions just don't even sound
2:04:13	reasonable
2:04:14	um i know even looking at the um fair
2:04:16	housing council of oregon that's
2:04:18	way above the recommendations that they
2:04:20	make for living quarters
2:04:22	so i hope that if you um you know do you
2:04:25	decide to go ahead with the approval i
2:04:26	hope you don't
2:04:28	um that you greatly reduce the length of
2:04:30	this experiment
2:04:32	and that you greatly reduce the number
2:04:34	of allowed
2:04:36	people the side in our neighborhood
2:04:38	thank you
2:04:40	thank you
2:04:43	any further presentations by a person's
2:04:45	opposed to these things
2:04:49	fast call all right
2:04:52	this time the applicant will have an
2:04:54	opportunity for revival
2:05:03	uh president board members of plane
2:05:05	commissioner mike robinson again on
2:05:07	behalf of applicant
2:05:08	uh president board would you be willing
2:05:10	to grant a five minute break let us walk
2:05:11	out in the hallway so we can be a normal
2:05:13	prepared and then we'll come back and do
2:05:14	our rebuttal
2:05:15	i think that sounds like a good idea we
2:05:17	give you a break it's been two hours
2:05:18	since we began
2:05:19	we will reconvene at
2:05:23	8 43.
2:05:35	first time
2:06:00	is
2:06:14	i
2:06:56	uh
2:07:24	um
2:08:34	is
2:08:45	this is
2:09:16	is
2:09:30	uh
2:09:58	first
2:10:12	is
2:10:54	oh
2:11:09	all yeah
2:11:35	i understand we have 10 minutes for
2:11:37	revival great thanks
2:11:44	thank you so much for
2:11:47	staying later i appreciate
2:11:50	the community uh talking
2:11:53	and i certainly am listening to all your
2:11:56	concerns and pacific seafood is
2:11:59	we take those to heart i want to first
2:12:02	clarify
2:12:04	uh probably a misstatement on the
2:12:06	experiment
2:12:07	i think i've literally to regret that
2:12:11	statement
2:12:12	i'm not the greatest public speaker
2:12:16	we do workforce housing right now we've
2:12:19	historically done workforce housing but
2:12:21	in a different way
2:12:23	we haven't acquired property as such
2:12:26	we we have 50 people in westport we've
2:12:29	done that for
2:12:30	almost eight months we have 60 people in
2:12:33	our team members of wilmington and
2:12:35	housing
2:12:36	and we have 200 members during the
2:12:39	summer
2:12:40	in motels and hotels
2:12:43	and the compliance is very good
2:12:46	for the past year and a half since i've
2:12:48	taken over
2:12:49	we've created a entity called portside
2:12:52	property i have
2:12:53	two people helping me with it a property
2:12:56	manager
2:12:57	and once again i want to submit to the
2:12:59	record a housing agreement an example
2:13:03	and a prop courtside property policy
2:13:07	and rules for belonging to this
2:13:09	agreement who would have presented to
2:13:11	the president
2:13:13	so let me be brief with this is that the
2:13:16	housing agreement
2:13:18	we can change based on the location
2:13:21	but typically there is limited smoking
2:13:25	no drug or alcohol use we have an
2:13:28	example in newport and motel
2:13:30	a person was drinking alcohol and
2:13:33	they created a bit of a scene they were
2:13:35	terminated immediately
2:13:36	they could still work but they chose not
2:13:40	to
2:13:41	so we have strict compliance based on
2:13:43	that
2:13:44	they have to comply with their agreement
2:13:47	noise is limited
2:13:48	i certainly can talk to the neighbors
2:13:50	and reduce the
2:13:52	outside noise at 9am pm whatever
2:13:55	works for the neighbors but i will not
2:13:58	tolerate
2:13:59	the pacific seafood will not tolerate
2:14:02	people impacting the neighborhood in a
2:14:04	negative way it must be livable
2:14:07	and we must be of value to the community
2:14:09	are the police called
2:14:11	very limited in the experience in
2:14:13	newport and westport
2:14:16	we we we work with the person talking
2:14:19	out and talking into leaving and
2:14:22	terminating the agreement
2:14:24	if not will terminate their employee
2:14:27	employment
2:14:28	so i want to emphasize the agreement
2:14:31	has some teeth because they get housing
2:14:34	essentially for free
2:14:36	a very limited rate and they can't find
2:14:39	it in the community
2:14:42	in terms of the less than 24 hours
2:14:45	we have a dorm manager on site in
2:14:47	westport
2:14:48	if a neighbor complains they just walk
2:14:50	over to the to the house and can talk to
2:14:53	them and it's addressed
2:14:54	so i must have not been clear on that
2:14:57	in terms of parking we can load people
2:15:00	or shuttle people
2:15:01	on the upper parking overflow
2:15:04	can can occur at the plant
2:15:08	there will be no on-street parking
2:15:11	we can limit that in the agreement and
2:15:14	in terms of other facilities they do not
2:15:17	park in terms of the housing agreement
2:15:19	so the housing agreement is a contract
2:15:22	with
2:15:22	the employee to buy into the agreement
2:15:26	and if they do they get certain benefits
2:15:28	if they don't
2:15:30	they don't get the housing and it's
2:15:33	plain and simple
2:15:34	it's a good benefit for people i want to
2:15:37	talk
2:15:37	briefly about historically
2:15:42	a lot of coastal communities and
2:15:44	certainly astoria and warrant and have
2:15:46	had workforce housing
2:15:48	they've called it bunk houses they
2:15:50	called it apartments in terms of lower
2:15:54	income my grandmother who came from
2:15:57	italy
2:15:57	had tenants most throughout her life
2:16:01	unfortunately due to urbanization that
2:16:04	market
2:16:04	has shifted and there's less of those
2:16:07	and practically none of those
2:16:09	in terms of the experiment we're not
2:16:11	doing an experiment
2:16:12	we have a proven record to do that and
2:16:15	you certainly can talk to different
2:16:17	locations
2:16:19	and and check that out um
2:16:22	let me finally talk about our team
2:16:25	members so i'm willing to talk to the
2:16:27	neighbors about 80. it doesn't have to
2:16:28	be 120.
2:16:29	in fact i hear the neighbors and that
2:16:32	makes sense to me the facility
2:16:34	is a large facility and certainly i
2:16:37	think
2:16:37	this the agent for the seller or the
2:16:40	property owner is certainly
2:16:42	willing to i would suggest to have the
2:16:45	neighbors walk through the facility and
2:16:47	see it's a very
2:16:48	large facility it has over 40 rooms
2:16:52	and at one point it has 78 people housed
2:16:55	in it
2:16:57	finally our team members i want to
2:16:59	emphasize
2:17:00	that our team members anyone in a
2:17:03	coastal community can go to our hr
2:17:06	department and apply for a job
2:17:07	and get a job unfortunately
2:17:10	not many people want to work in fish
2:17:12	processing plants
2:17:14	we provide a very economic viability for
2:17:18	different communities we're a large
2:17:19	employee in warrington
2:17:21	and over spills over to our story we
2:17:24	pride ourselves in a high quality
2:17:26	product
2:17:26	and high quality members uh
2:17:30	any induendo that people from overseas
2:17:33	or
2:17:34	less than people these people come from
2:17:38	300 a month when we interview people
2:17:41	overseas
2:17:42	that are crying because in six months or
2:17:45	three months
2:17:46	they can move out of their parents house
2:17:48	a man and a wife and two children
2:17:51	and buy a house or con apartment
2:17:54	situation they work very hard and when
2:17:57	the end of the day they just want to go
2:17:59	home
2:18:00	at the living quarters and eat and sleep
2:18:03	so finally any employee that works at
2:18:06	pacific seafood that's higher
2:18:07	can go to the highest level of the
2:18:10	company
2:18:11	they don't need a college education we
2:18:13	do not care about
2:18:14	education we care about them we're
2:18:16	learning our business
2:18:18	providing our rules of excellence and
2:18:20	quality
2:18:21	and be a good representative in the
2:18:23	community thank you so much
2:18:26	president warren mike robinson on behalf
2:18:28	of apple here how much time do i
2:18:30	love so first of all because this is the
2:18:34	first hearing
2:18:35	we're going to ask that he continued
2:18:36	we've spoken with barbara and barrett
2:18:38	the continuing state would be february
2:18:39	4th at 6 30 i believe
2:18:42	so we'll ask the hearing be continued so
2:18:43	that means you won't make a decision
2:18:45	tonight
2:18:46	we'll extend the 120 day period by seven
2:18:48	days
2:18:49	the reason we want that continuance is
2:18:50	twofold first of all there are a lot of
2:18:52	questions that we want to answer we're
2:18:53	not going to have the time to do it
2:18:54	tonight and put them in writing
2:18:56	secondly we'll come back to that durian
2:18:58	with a draft good neighbor agreement for
2:19:00	us
2:19:00	mike indicated he was willing to do that
2:19:02	i think we can incorporate a number of
2:19:04	things that we heard tonight mr watts
2:19:06	house specifically we're happy to
2:19:09	include that as a condition or approval
2:19:10	if you choose to approve this
2:19:12	but i think it'd be nice if you had a
2:19:13	draft agreement that you could take a
2:19:15	look at
2:19:15	so we'll use that open record period
2:19:18	president more to do that
2:19:20	the only other thing i'll say as i said
2:19:22	will reserve
2:19:24	further testimony for a written product
2:19:26	and then again when we talk to you
2:19:27	next tuesday night the only other thing
2:19:29	i'd say is keep your
2:19:31	keep in mind what the approval criteria
2:19:33	are and they're really two approval pro
2:19:34	free i guess fair to say there's there's
2:19:37	the two
2:19:38	temporary use approval criteria uh
2:19:41	minimal capital investment
2:19:42	and security those are in your code
2:19:45	there's the conditional use approval
2:19:46	criterion it's not all
2:19:48	five it's two through four because this
2:19:49	is a housing development and then
2:19:51	there's the conference of plan which is
2:19:52	applied to all of your employment
2:19:53	decisions like this
2:19:55	our letter addressed those but those are
2:19:57	the approval criteria
2:19:58	so we appreciate your time tonight we
2:20:00	especially appreciate folks taking their
2:20:02	time to come out and talk to you
2:20:04	and us about this application and as
2:20:06	mike said we intend to address all of
2:20:08	that and so we'll come back with a
2:20:09	written product and oral testimony next
2:20:11	tuesday night
2:20:12	we thank you for your time thank you
2:20:20	all right the applicant has requested a
2:20:22	continuance this is the first public
2:20:24	hearing
2:20:25	on this issue so i continue to guarantee
2:20:28	that i have
2:20:44	i will be on an airplane i believe
2:20:45	during the time of the meeting
2:20:47	so i will check
2:20:50	do we want to do a potential roll call
2:20:53	of who could be here on the 4th before
2:20:55	we
2:20:55	try and schedule that
2:20:59	will you all be here looks like we'll
2:21:02	have at least four
2:21:04	okay i have a motion to continue to the
2:21:06	fourth i moved at the astoria planning
2:21:08	commission
2:21:09	uh continued this year until february
2:21:12	4th
2:21:12	6 30 at 6 30 pm city hall
2:21:17	moved by commissioner
2:21:23	seconded by commissioner price all those
2:21:24	in favor
2:21:31	oh she cares
2:21:44	we'll pause for about a minute
2:22:20	stopped
2:22:49	that you should not discuss the case
2:22:52	amongst yourselves um that
2:22:55	there are questions you can always ask
2:22:57	staff any questions and be able to dial
2:23:00	up the staff
2:23:02	in the meantime
Work Session - Columbarium
https://youtu.be/AKYpIJ7W2Bk?t=8593" https://youtu.be/AKYpIJ7W2Bk?t=8593 
2:23:13	our first work session for the evening
2:23:16	is
2:23:19	so the columbarium
2:23:24	proposal
2:23:27	is to remember from our
2:23:31	meeting in december we talked about what
2:23:34	a columbarium is
2:23:35	it's a wall room or building used to
2:23:38	store urns
2:23:39	holding the absence of people who have
2:23:41	died and been herniated
2:23:44	currently the city of astoria does not
2:23:46	allow remains to be
2:23:48	stored or buried the city attorney is
2:23:51	working on
2:23:52	a an amendment to
2:23:55	the city code to allow for
2:23:58	columbarium in the city but
2:24:01	your charge is to take that
2:24:05	and decide what parameters you want to
2:24:08	place on
2:24:08	columbarium in the city and we talked at
2:24:12	the
2:24:12	last meeting about doing a conditional
2:24:15	use permit
2:24:17	and so these are examples of columbarium
2:24:22	and then
2:24:26	these are the places of worship that are
2:24:28	throughout
2:24:29	the city um you'll note that they're in
2:24:33	r1 r2 r3
2:24:37	c3 and c4 zoning districts
2:24:41	we talked about potentially allowing
2:24:43	them in any district
2:24:45	but um i didn't i limited it to just
2:24:48	those districts
2:24:50	where a place of worship um
2:24:53	exists so it would be like an accessory
2:24:56	use it would be a conditional use
2:24:59	where a place of worship currently
2:25:01	exists
2:25:02	um this is a map of the
2:25:06	of the areas where places of worship
2:25:08	exist and
2:25:09	the um specific language
2:25:13	was distributed to you and it would be
2:25:17	adding the definition that a column
2:25:18	barium is a wall
2:25:20	room or building used to store urns
2:25:22	holding the ashes of people who have
2:25:24	died and been cremated
2:25:27	that we would add the definition of
2:25:29	places of worship
2:25:31	as and i pulled this from apa so
2:25:34	it's generic and specific enough to
2:25:39	identify what a place of worship is it's
2:25:41	a structure or use where individuals
2:25:44	for a group of people such as a
2:25:45	congregation
2:25:47	come to perform acts of devotion
2:25:50	veneration
2:25:51	or religious study a building
2:25:53	constructed or
2:25:54	used for this purpose is called a place
2:25:56	of worship
2:25:57	examples include and i probably should
2:26:01	put
2:26:01	but are not limited to a church mosque
2:26:05	synagogue or temple
2:26:08	and then under the conditional use
2:26:11	permit
2:26:12	section we would add
2:26:15	or under yeah the conditional use permit
2:26:18	section
2:26:19	in r1 r2 r3 cr c3
2:26:22	and c4 zones we would add a column
2:26:24	barium as a place
2:26:26	as a accessory
2:26:31	under um the conditional use permit
2:26:34	section as an accessory used to a
2:26:36	permitted
2:26:36	place of worship and places of worship
2:26:39	um
2:26:40	are typically public uses and are
2:26:43	already a conditional use permit so this
2:26:45	would be a second
2:26:46	bite at having a conditional use permit
2:26:48	in those zones
2:26:53	yeah um i would suggest taking a look at
2:26:57	that further because
2:26:58	many of the places of worship predators
2:27:00	own ordinance
2:27:01	and so there may not be a conditional
2:27:04	use
2:27:05	for these places of worship so
2:27:08	do we allow them in places of worship
2:27:10	that predate
2:27:12	you know the zoning code i'm sorry
2:27:16	suggesting they're they're
2:27:19	not they wouldn't you wouldn't be able
2:27:21	to put them in the zone they're in right
2:27:22	now
2:27:23	well i think that what i was what i
2:27:25	would what i would say and what the way
2:27:27	that
2:27:27	the language is it is an accessory use
2:27:30	where there's already
2:27:32	a permitted use there could be something
2:27:35	which is permitted just because it's
2:27:36	grandfathered
2:27:37	um i mean i look at
2:27:40	grace episcopal church from the church
2:27:43	that made this initial request was built
2:27:45	in
2:27:46	the late 1880s which our zoning warnings
2:27:50	didn't come into effect until the
2:27:52	midnight
2:27:53	early to mid 1900s
2:27:57	so i would suggest that it would be
2:27:58	allowed and established places of
2:28:00	worship
2:28:01	that were permitted before a certain
2:28:03	date
2:28:05	otherwise or or we could just get rid of
2:28:08	the word permitted and say columbarium
2:28:10	as an accessory used to a place of
2:28:12	worship
2:28:14	that's an option as well
2:28:17	so with that's the extent of the
2:28:20	feedback that i got
2:28:21	from you folks at the last meeting we
2:28:25	had
2:28:26	you um we we
2:28:30	i asked if you wanted to limit the size
2:28:32	or the location
2:28:33	inside versus outside and um
2:28:37	from what i recall you folks
2:28:40	said that you didn't care if it was
2:28:42	inside or outside
2:28:45	and the size was not of concern
2:28:49	either so i'm asking you
2:28:52	is this ready to come forward or do you
2:28:55	have additional concerns
2:28:57	about maybe size location
2:29:02	any of those issues inside outside
2:29:05	anything like that
2:29:08	that's great mr mac do you have any
2:29:11	thoughts
2:29:16	i don't really have any possibilities
2:29:18	besides
2:29:21	all right did we have a conversation
2:29:22	before of alternate
2:29:24	locations besides place of worship or
2:29:26	was that decided that that place of
2:29:27	worship was
2:29:28	definition i recall bringing it out but
2:29:31	i don't recall
2:29:35	and i'm um to bring it up again i
2:29:37	assumed you were
2:29:38	uh i'll let you go ahead
2:29:42	welcome back commissioner dispatcher do
2:29:44	you have any thoughts
2:29:45	i'm fine with the definitions uh
2:29:49	for article one i'm playing with the
2:29:52	proposed
2:29:53	as president thank you mr program
2:29:57	uh yes i originally when this was
2:30:00	presented in some of the staff report
2:30:01	background
2:30:02	mentioned the column bearing more
2:30:04	interior locations
2:30:07	and then the applicant came forward with
2:30:08	that i would say sort of a hybrid
2:30:11	kind of location it's discreetly wrapped
2:30:14	around some stairwells
2:30:15	and i thought okay um now we're kind of
2:30:18	talking about
2:30:20	wherever associated with a place of
2:30:22	worship and i guess i'm a little
2:30:23	uncomfortable with that it's making me
2:30:25	one
2:30:25	standard deviation probably what i'm
2:30:27	comfortable with um
2:30:29	and so i would just like to open that up
2:30:30	for conversation or thoughts about
2:30:31	whether that's a real concern or
2:30:33	how it might be addressed or what other
2:30:34	communities have done
2:30:37	i'm also interested in president moore's
2:30:39	thoughts on non-places of worship
2:30:41	so you suggested you wanted not external
2:30:44	or not detached
2:30:45	so either internal or attached as the
2:30:47	last one provoked my initial interest
2:30:50	was not to be sort of
2:30:52	presenting to the street if i can use
2:30:54	that term
2:30:58	and as i'm saying that i'm not exactly
2:30:59	sure why but it seemed
2:31:01	like it was uh more of a private type
2:31:04	observance that i thought was broke for
2:31:06	a private sort of location and so i was
2:31:08	envisioning inside
2:31:10	the proposed the application seemed
2:31:12	perfectly appropriate um
2:31:14	i guess maybe i'm just asking staff
2:31:17	feedback on whether that seems to be an
2:31:19	issue in other places
2:31:21	or can we see some of the examples again
2:31:25	some stand-alone almost like mailbox
2:31:27	looking
2:31:28	sort of prepared on the left the
2:31:30	telephone booth type thing
2:31:32	um and you know i guess for me it's less
2:31:35	about the design
2:31:36	more about public or private um
2:31:39	and that was originally going through my
2:31:41	mind
2:31:42	i guess i don't have a solid thought on
2:31:44	that other than it was the lingering
2:31:45	concern
2:31:46	yeah i think that
2:31:51	you know sometimes there are
2:31:55	um concepts of having
2:31:58	column area that may be
2:32:01	memorial markers under trees or
2:32:04	those types of things so
2:32:09	i think that's where the exterior
2:32:12	concept comes into play if there's some
2:32:14	sort of memory garden
2:32:22	perhaps
2:32:26	can you replace this microphone
2:32:29	but other than that uh i suppose that
2:32:33	unless we put some very strict i'm very
2:32:37	curious to hear what president moore has
2:32:39	to say but other than that
2:32:41	putting some very uh tight restrictions
2:32:44	or
2:32:47	keeping it only to internal or or
2:32:50	attached
2:32:51	column barrier that there will be some
2:32:54	could be an outlier who does something
2:32:55	that
2:32:56	outrages someone but otherwise i don't
2:33:00	care i think it's
2:33:01	fine i'm not worried about it internally
2:33:04	externally
2:33:06	from this point you would be a place of
2:33:07	worship which would be the ones doing
2:33:09	this yes
2:33:09	and and that is that is language that is
2:33:12	concerning
2:33:13	i mean people worship in many different
2:33:16	ways
2:33:16	and not always in a synagogue or a
2:33:20	church
2:33:21	it could be their home and convict my
2:33:23	neighbor and i'm just not concerned
2:33:24	about that really at this point
2:33:28	thank you commissioner cronin
2:33:32	probably in the same spot as the
2:33:33	previous two commissioners and
2:33:35	being open to other suggestions but not
2:33:37	sure how that would get implemented in
2:33:38	the future
2:33:39	um before that the only question i had
2:33:41	was in the minutes i noticed that uh
2:33:43	now president moore uh brought up the
2:33:46	why is it a place of worship only and it
2:33:48	would exclude
2:33:48	other potential things and i was curious
2:33:51	to learn more about that that's my first
2:33:53	meeting so why don't we all hear what
2:33:57	mr president so again the concern i
2:34:00	stated last time was that there are
2:34:02	people
2:34:04	among us who are don't attend
2:34:07	places of worship but still may attend
2:34:11	organizations that maybe want to
2:34:13	memorialize them
2:34:15	so i would
2:34:18	offer the idea that it is allowed in any
2:34:21	semi-public use
2:34:22	which the church would be
2:34:26	semi-public or everyone has been
2:34:28	grandfathered in this would also
2:34:30	allow fraternal organizations and other
2:34:32	non-profit
2:34:35	entities like the eagles or the alex or
2:34:37	something
2:34:38	and still apply all the same conditions
2:34:40	conditional use
2:34:42	but uh give
2:34:46	non-religious non-profit or
2:34:49	not-for-profit
2:34:50	organizations an opportunity to
2:34:52	memorialize people that are important to
2:34:53	them
2:34:55	i think the key is to have to where it's
2:34:57	still associated with some sort of
2:34:59	in this case semi-public use
2:35:03	so that it doesn't become a
2:35:06	you're in a semi-public um use
2:35:10	in a residential zone you already have
2:35:11	some infrastructure there that
2:35:13	um where the neighborhood most likely is
2:35:17	you know knowledgeable of the types of
2:35:20	impacts that happen there
2:35:21	um churches and places of worship in the
2:35:24	middle of residential zones
2:35:27	know that they're going to be busy on
2:35:28	you know their day of worship and
2:35:30	maybe a few days during the week same
2:35:33	thing
2:35:34	with a you know any sort of other
2:35:36	semi-public
2:35:38	you know use there's kind of a rhythm
2:35:40	that goes along with that and it's
2:35:42	not creating a new commercial business
2:35:44	in the middle of a residential area
2:35:46	i think but i think i think in concept
2:35:50	staff is fine with that
2:35:53	limit to it though i mean i guess a
2:35:54	recent organization
2:35:56	that seemed to be except all of a sudden
2:35:58	i'm worried about individuals at what
2:36:00	point is an unacceptable amount and then
2:36:02	again we have
2:36:03	uh a number of columns that would be
2:36:06	difficult to monitor and manage and then
2:36:09	you go back to the reason why astoria
2:36:10	doesn't have
2:36:11	any burials in the city now you have to
2:36:13	be careful about that
2:36:14	and so i think organizations religious
2:36:17	or matter okay but how like we cut that
2:36:19	off from
2:36:20	non-organizations just people you see
2:36:23	what i'm asking that where's the
2:36:24	slippery slope for having that
2:36:25	everywhere
2:36:26	well i think the the solution was the
2:36:29	looking at a public
2:36:32	semi-public use we
2:36:44	the reason why the place of worship
2:36:46	generally speaking
2:36:47	would be more appropriate because we're
2:36:48	talking about perpetuity
2:36:50	talking about these ashes being there
2:36:53	100 years 200 years
2:36:54	if you put it in an elks and that else
2:36:57	decides to get
2:36:58	i don't know move their locations to
2:37:01	another
2:37:02	space then what are they going to be
2:37:03	doing with remains are they going to
2:37:05	just do a little comparing with them and
2:37:07	more potential
2:37:10	or is that am i just speaking out and uh
2:37:16	can i address this issue for a minute
2:37:19	please
2:37:20	um semi-public use is a structure or use
2:37:23	intended or used by a semi-public
2:37:27	purpose or for our semi-public purpose
2:37:29	by a church
2:37:31	lodge club or any other non-profit
2:37:33	organization
2:37:34	excluding lodges or clubs which have
2:37:37	eating
2:37:38	or drinking facilities so
2:37:41	um and then public uses are
2:37:44	are things like schools and city hall
2:37:48	and that kind of thing so really if you
2:37:50	pick
2:37:52	public semi-public use you are
2:37:55	limiting it in terms of the world of um
2:38:03	maybe uses that would maintain their
2:38:06	buildings
2:38:07	for an extended period of time
2:38:12	um having lodges
2:38:15	and um clubs
2:38:19	clubs are kind of nebulous there so
2:38:23	you know a club could have a
2:38:27	it could be in a biker art um
2:38:32	that's true that's true so but just
2:38:35	kind of think in terms of when we
2:38:38	administer this
2:38:40	um do you want that use
2:38:44	in that building in perpetuity and do
2:38:47	they have the capability
2:38:49	of maintaining it in perpetuity
2:38:53	i would say that churches don't even
2:38:55	provide levels of perpetuity there's a
2:38:57	church a former church over in
2:38:59	uniontown which is now a residence
2:39:03	so congregations do that and flow
2:39:07	so i think that yeah with that
2:39:11	um cemeteries typically have to be
2:39:14	registered with the state of oregon and
2:39:17	that's
2:39:17	where the city code comes into play that
2:39:20	mr
2:39:21	king's garden is to making sure that all
2:39:24	of this is dealt with in
2:39:26	an appropriate manner it just may be
2:39:28	that if someone
2:39:30	once i am assuming that if something if
2:39:32	a church
2:39:35	was no longer an operation and it could
2:39:38	be a situation where there could be
2:39:40	people buried in it i mean i don't i
2:39:42	mean i don't know how that works
2:39:44	to exhume you know family members
2:39:49	of past parishioners
2:39:57	might that point to the language in the
2:40:00	permit
2:40:00	having pointing to uh long-term
2:40:04	responsibility i mean is that something
2:40:06	it's not a geographic place or a
2:40:08	facility
2:40:08	i think that we also need it i mean at
2:40:10	this point i think it may be something
2:40:12	that we need to work with the city
2:40:14	attorney on
2:40:15	the city code component and how it
2:40:18	meshes
2:40:19	with state law with cemeteries
2:40:22	and may ask is this something that would
2:40:25	show up on the deed
2:40:27	of a property i do not know
2:40:30	i do not yeah that would be a good thing
2:40:34	to ask of
2:40:35	mr henning's garden because that would
2:40:38	seem
2:40:38	important if you're going to have um the
2:40:41	ability to
2:40:43	have calmarium underneath trees or
2:40:45	something in a yard
2:40:47	you know people should know if there's
2:40:48	something someone
2:40:50	on their property am i correct that you
2:40:53	can already
2:40:53	do that for your personal property no
2:40:56	you can't put your arm on your
2:40:58	on your mat well i mean you can put that
2:41:14	slope so i thought i'd join but the
2:41:17	staff gets the
2:41:18	i think the my drift at least which is
2:41:21	uh
2:41:23	as far as respect for the
2:41:26	contents of the column area as long as
2:41:28	possible and also
2:41:30	this notion of sacred space i guess be
2:41:33	it a secular or
2:41:35	religious um and to be open
2:41:38	to be open enough to be accommodating to
2:41:40	the various groups but also have enough
2:41:42	regulation around
2:41:43	that we're not going to have too many
2:41:44	column barriers
2:41:46	and that could cause a problem great so
2:41:48	can we give staff some direction here
2:41:50	uh is there a majority of us who would
2:41:53	like to open it up to the public sending
2:41:55	public use
2:41:56	or do we want to keep it limited to
2:41:58	places abortion
2:41:59	and raise your hands if you're okay with
2:42:02	this public senior public
2:42:06	so can we move forward with that and
2:42:07	then staff would want to check with the
2:42:10	city attorney and
2:42:14	the only other question i heard tonight
2:42:16	was commissioner corkerman
2:42:17	asked a question about indoor outdoor
2:42:20	and how does the planning commission
2:42:24	feel about that
2:42:25	issue you know and specifically and
2:42:28	again the originator for this
2:42:29	in this grace episcopal and as
2:42:32	commissioner corcoran mentioned
2:42:35	what they're further learning to put
2:42:36	this is under the front staircase
2:42:38	of the of the of the church
2:42:42	but it's exterior to
2:42:45	the sanctuary itself but you have to
2:42:48	walk around behind the staircase to
2:42:50	experience it that's why i thought that
2:42:52	was actually a nice
2:42:53	sort of it stretched me a little bit i
2:42:55	thought that was appropriate
2:42:56	and almost design review issues as far
2:42:59	as outside column
2:43:00	area i mean i don't get too slippery
2:43:02	into that but i
2:43:03	for example the telephone booth looking
2:43:05	one right there i would find troubling
2:43:07	on some corner in astoria um
2:43:18	are we okay just moving ahead with how
2:43:20	it is
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2:43:27	all right let's move on to our next item
2:43:30	temporary warming shelters so um
2:43:34	temporary warming shelter um i
2:43:39	i heard at the last meeting that
2:43:42	um the
2:43:45	language that i had in my powerpoint was
2:43:48	not the language associated with the
2:43:52	um text and so i've corrected that to a
2:43:54	certain extent
2:43:55	there are some issues so if you
2:43:59	look at the next page
2:44:02	a warming shelter and i took away the
2:44:05	word temporary because i
2:44:07	heard at the last meeting and maybe
2:44:11	i heard it correctly but i thought i
2:44:13	heard that the majority
2:44:15	of the commission
2:44:18	and this is a question for you guys to
2:44:19	consider tonight i
2:44:21	wanted this to be a conditional use
2:44:23	permit that wouldn't necessarily be
2:44:26	renewed every year
2:44:27	and if i heard that incorrectly i need
2:44:29	to know that so that i can fix this
2:44:33	so instead of temporary warming shelter
2:44:35	i put
2:44:36	warming shelter is a shelter that
2:44:38	accommodates more than 10 people per
2:44:40	operating day
2:44:42	and meeting specific conditional use
2:44:43	standards as defined in article 11
2:44:46	of the development code and that's
2:44:49	consistent with what
2:44:51	was previously presented to you with the
2:44:53	exception of the word temporary
2:44:56	the next one is that article two
2:45:00	in my
2:45:04	draft that you have tonight
2:45:07	indicates that in r2
2:45:10	it would be one individual for every 35
2:45:13	square feet
2:45:14	of room area or 15 individuals whichever
2:45:17	is less
2:45:19	and i left off the r3 which would be
2:45:23	one individual for every 35 square feet
2:45:27	of room area or 25
2:45:31	individuals whichever is less and i
2:45:34	thought i heard
2:45:35	at the last meeting that r3 could be
2:45:38	like the other zones one individual
2:45:42	for every 35 square feet of room area
2:45:44	and so
2:45:45	if i've heard that incorrectly please
2:45:47	please talk about that tonight as well
2:45:50	and that it would be a conditional use
2:45:53	regardless of where it's located
2:45:58	and it would be a conditional use in the
2:46:01	ahc c3 c4
2:46:04	hrls and s2 zones limited by the 35
2:46:09	square foot per person
2:46:11	or 15 people whichever is less
2:46:16	i'm looking at you and i'm seeing a
2:46:18	perplex i think it's
2:46:19	you said it says 25. i think it's
2:46:22	supposed to be 15 though
2:46:24	um and conditional use in r3 is limited
2:46:27	by
2:46:27	35 square feet per person or 25 people
2:46:30	whichever is less
2:46:32	and then conditional use in r2
2:46:36	with a maximum of 15 people
2:46:40	is that consistent my recollection was
2:46:43	that r3 was
2:46:45	we discussed 25 and other numbers have
2:46:48	been thrown around
2:46:49	in r2 it was 15. in the other zones
2:46:53	there was no limit it was limited by the
2:46:54	35
2:46:56	square feet per person and going i don't
2:47:00	get too
2:47:01	far past the temporary issue barbara i
2:47:04	believe that comes from fire code
2:47:06	not the temporary because if you recall
2:47:10	the temporary warming
2:47:13	shelter does not have to comply with the
2:47:15	state fire code
2:47:17	that's right and so i think that it was
2:47:19	not it was
2:47:20	i think it's confu i think you make a
2:47:22	good point that
2:47:24	it becomes confusing especially if we're
2:47:26	not treating it as a temporary use
2:47:29	permit but we need to somehow
2:47:32	um if government can get away from
2:47:35	the use of temporary for zoning purposes
2:47:39	that also comply with
2:47:45	it so the word temporary has importance
2:47:48	for me in terms of neighbors worrying
2:47:49	about the ability to pull plug on such
2:47:51	things and so what might be a halfway
2:47:54	would be to
2:47:55	without language needed for fire but to
2:47:57	have uh
2:47:58	the warming shoulders are where that
2:48:00	exists and there is an agreement
2:48:03	and they wrote agreement that would
2:48:04	address this well i think that
2:48:07	i think that as ms fryer said earlier
2:48:13	i believe and that the intent was
2:48:17	that the temporary use permit process
2:48:20	would go away as a part of this
2:48:24	as a part of this language so we need
2:48:27	direction from the planning commission
2:48:30	um because if it gets a conditional use
2:48:33	permit it can still be
2:48:35	revoked you can still have a revoking
2:48:37	removement of the conditioned use permit
2:48:39	but it doesn't have the automatic yearly
2:48:43	review temporary
2:48:46	use conditional news it has been the
2:48:49	intention
2:48:50	the entire time for this to be a
2:48:51	conditional use permit right
2:48:53	yeah the temporary shelter the new
2:48:55	temporary came from the
2:49:00	president moore i'm seeing some head
2:49:02	shaking on the commission about
2:49:04	about disagreeing with getting yearly
2:49:06	review
2:49:09	well here's my issue and perhaps i
2:49:12	i just don't understand it well enough
2:49:15	so i looked to staff for this
2:49:18	the the um
2:49:23	i think the major part of removing the
2:49:25	temporary conditional use permit was to
2:49:27	make it
2:49:29	easier and uh less expensive than just
2:49:33	less
2:49:34	just easier for the astoria warming
2:49:37	center
2:49:37	which exists and is now in its fifth
2:49:40	year i think
2:49:42	sixth year and um has
2:49:45	gone and and that is just a terrible way
2:49:48	in my opinion to make policy based on
2:49:52	one uh place
2:49:55	i we i'm sorry based on one based on one
2:49:59	place one business one person one
2:50:02	one anecdote one thing
2:50:05	we're making policy for the city
2:50:08	and the warming center went through
2:50:11	several years
2:50:12	until it came to a place of
2:50:17	really almost even welcome within the
2:50:19	community i don't know if i
2:50:21	could go that far but it's it's uh
2:50:24	it really took some fine tuning it took
2:50:27	several years for that to happen and
2:50:29	also it just changed over the years
2:50:32	so i'm uh concerned
2:50:35	about uh just making it a flat out
2:50:38	conditional use
2:50:39	for other warming centers to
2:50:42	to just to make it just to make it
2:50:45	easier for the
2:50:46	astoria warming center because uh
2:50:50	i suspect i would i would suspect that
2:50:53	other
2:50:54	centers should should they uh
2:50:57	open up uh could have the same growing
2:51:00	pains essentially and we want to be able
2:51:03	to
2:51:04	to govern them
2:51:07	quickly and efficiently so that's my
2:51:10	concern
2:51:12	could i point you in the direction of
2:51:15	the conditional use
2:51:18	requirements that were developed by the
2:51:22	clinic mission
2:51:23	to help alleviate some of the issues
2:51:26	that um or growing pains that
2:51:29	the initial astoria warming center had
2:51:32	that would be requirements
2:51:34	for any future
2:51:37	warming center that might want to open
2:51:40	that these are the requirements
2:51:42	to make sure that um
2:51:49	the warming center meets um
2:51:53	at least some semblance of um
2:51:57	compliance with or compatibility with
2:51:59	the neighborhood
2:52:02	and and so how would this come back
2:52:05	before
2:52:05	the planning commission or the city body
2:52:08	in some way i mean would it be the usual
2:52:10	sort of way which is by complaint
2:52:12	or would every year there be some review
2:52:15	there's annual reporting
2:52:17	but is there annual review and
2:52:21	discussion and etc you get to do
2:52:24	you get to decide
2:52:31	and it can be revoked for violating any
2:52:33	of those conditions of use
2:52:35	and so if the garbage gets out or the
2:52:38	crime gets out of control
2:52:39	it can be revoked and does that
2:52:43	require a new application is it a
2:52:45	temporary house how hard is that
2:52:46	replication
2:52:47	it's someone with petition and it goes
2:52:50	back before
2:52:51	the mission overview
2:52:56	i'm sorry so but in what sort of process
2:52:59	or
2:52:59	time period i mean it's it would be like
2:53:02	there would be a
2:53:03	um the code has a procedure
2:53:06	for you know filing a violation
2:53:10	and so someone would file a code
2:53:11	enforcement request
2:53:13	and it could trigger then review and it
2:53:16	could trigger a public hearing we're
2:53:18	talking 30 60 90 type of days for this
2:53:20	kind of uh
2:53:22	no well i think what's underneath it for
2:53:25	me is
2:53:25	what would be as a citizen sort of the
2:53:27	satisfaction of response for
2:53:29	a violation and a response was that
2:53:31	correct in saying it would be the exact
2:53:33	same process to revoke a temporary use
2:53:35	permit
2:53:37	yes but a bit of the thing is what would
2:53:39	happen if someone filed a code
2:53:40	enforcement request
2:53:41	staff's going to go out and say hey
2:53:45	warming center um you're violating
2:53:49	condition 12 of your approval you know
2:53:52	you need to
2:53:53	you know resolve this issue so you don't
2:53:55	have it going further
2:53:57	if they don't um if they don't address
2:54:00	it
2:54:00	then it becomes an issue where it could
2:54:03	then make it back up to planning
2:54:05	commission for
2:54:06	revoking of the permit in part the
2:54:08	reason i ask is the warming
2:54:10	season is short and sometimes long
2:54:13	delays
2:54:13	are not any sort of satisfaction at all
2:54:17	and maybe there would be some more i
2:54:20	don't know
2:54:20	more immediate response for problems
2:54:22	i'll imagine the agreement would address
2:54:24	most of what i'm talking about
2:54:26	right and there was a there currently is
2:54:28	a
2:54:30	an agreement in place that's a part of
2:54:33	the
2:54:34	temporary use permit for the
2:54:38	current warming center that spells out
2:54:40	how
2:54:41	fast they'll turn around in those types
2:54:43	of details
2:54:47	but again if there's a violation of a
2:54:50	temporary use permit or a conditional
2:54:51	use permit it
2:54:53	goes through the standard code
2:54:54	enforcement route
2:54:58	the annual reporting in the past
2:55:00	whenever
2:55:01	that has been required by the planning
2:55:03	commission
2:55:04	is purely an annual report that goes in
2:55:08	the file
2:55:09	that jane and joe kid citizen could
2:55:12	come in and review the annual report
2:55:17	so is there a is there a significant or
2:55:20	is there a is there a decrease in
2:55:23	workload for
2:55:24	staff that that is worth doing this
2:55:27	no matter what i mean but is there a
2:55:30	significant decrease in staff load by
2:55:33	having just a conditional use rather
2:55:35	than a temporary
2:55:37	conditional use it's one less permit
2:55:40	coming before the planning commission
2:55:42	but i don't think
2:55:43	that i mean this didn't come as a staff
2:55:45	driven
2:55:46	issue this came as a planning commission
2:55:48	agreement this year so
2:55:51	the president mr womack you know
2:55:54	something yeah
2:55:55	it was my understanding one of the
2:55:58	impetus for
2:55:59	making this conditional is also because
2:56:03	an organization cannot apply for grants
2:56:05	or outside money or anything if it's
2:56:08	in a temporary use yeah i think it's
2:56:10	much more difficult
2:56:11	for them right and then codifying this
2:56:14	just makes the most sense right the
2:56:16	impetus again
2:56:17	i restate was that the astoria warning
2:56:21	center has been
2:56:22	a successful model and this is modeled
2:56:25	aft
2:56:26	after their success and the goal was to
2:56:28	allow
2:56:29	centers like theirs to have a permanent
2:56:32	location so that they could
2:56:33	seek out grant money easier and find
2:56:37	and make permanent invert in with the
2:56:40	temporary use permit they're not allowed
2:56:42	to make
2:56:42	substantial changes to the location so
2:56:45	it becomes harder for them to improve it
2:56:47	or make it
2:56:48	more worthwhile for for their uh clients
2:56:51	with conditional use they can make any
2:56:53	improvements they need to and
2:56:54	they will have a permanent location but
2:56:57	it
2:56:58	also the um
2:57:01	the responsibilities neighborhood
2:57:03	responsibilities are modeled after the
2:57:05	successful neighborhood agreement that
2:57:07	they that they created
2:57:10	and it seems to be working well
2:57:16	and then the third aspect was as we all
2:57:18	know
2:57:19	or we all maybe
2:57:23	perceive as an increased increase in
2:57:26	homelessness or increase
2:57:28	of unhoused folks and
2:57:31	this was to provide an
2:57:34	opportunity for additional warming
2:57:37	centers if necessary
2:57:39	and not requiring one facility to become
2:57:42	a burden to the neighborhood
2:57:43	by having to grow to meet the need so
2:57:46	another facility could open
2:57:48	in another location they would have
2:57:50	everything they need
2:57:52	code wise to operate in a
2:57:56	fashion that appears to be successful
2:57:58	and
2:57:59	seek out funding or whatever they need
2:58:01	to establish that location
2:58:13	under operations the oregon state fire
2:58:15	marshal's technical advisory
2:58:18	blah blah blah that right there is that
2:58:21	is the
2:58:22	document which allowed for
2:58:28	non-permanent warning centers to be
2:58:32	housed in spaces that are like church
2:58:35	fellowship halls
2:58:37	like one we've got right here without
2:58:39	having to upgrade
2:58:41	the space to have sprinkler systems and
2:58:44	those types of things
2:58:45	so the state fire marshal said you don't
2:58:48	have to upgrade your
2:58:49	your space to meet building code if you
2:58:52	meet these
2:58:54	uh these uh parameters and
2:58:57	it's only limited for a short period of
2:59:00	time
2:59:01	i think there probably is some benefit
2:59:03	to also getting do away with the work
2:59:05	temporary throughout because
2:59:06	there is some discussion now about
2:59:08	having a non-temporary
2:59:11	facility in the community somewhere
2:59:16	and so yeah i mean and so in that case
2:59:19	where it is non it's not restricted to a
2:59:23	short period of time they would have to
2:59:24	comply
2:59:25	with all of
2:59:39	we had some discussion last time to
2:59:41	recall about was the
2:59:43	planning commission going to want to
2:59:45	require above and beyond
2:59:47	state fire code and sprinklers and what
2:59:49	we heard was no
2:59:51	that was not the intent the intent was
2:59:53	to be if
2:59:54	they met the fire marshal's technical
2:59:57	memorandum
2:59:58	for those short-term foreign centers
3:00:01	that they would be continually allowed
3:00:03	but if let's say a group wanted to
3:00:06	create a um a drop-in center
3:00:11	that would be open year-round and then
3:00:16	um that would not be temporary they
3:00:18	would have to comply with all building
3:00:20	codes but this language could also be
3:00:22	used
3:00:22	to address those that they need to go
3:00:24	through conditional response so
3:00:25	temporary is not so much
3:00:26	impermanent in this case but it is a
3:00:28	partial year use
3:00:29	that makes it temporary yeah right
3:00:35	that was my question uh
3:00:38	state fire marshal advisory says 90 days
3:00:40	or
3:00:41	restricted by government i didn't know
3:00:43	if that was intentional or what so if
3:00:45	it was to be full year then the fire
3:00:47	advisory would above the doors
3:00:50	right it had to be all um fired state of
3:00:52	oregon fire code
3:00:53	and building code matters
3:00:57	i think that's the other question if
3:00:59	we're getting into that is
3:01:01	um you know the a lot of the temporary
3:01:05	warming
3:01:06	center like the location now is
3:01:09	um is it gonna see is it is it in the
3:01:12	downtown commercial zone or is it
3:01:14	all right let's talk three okay so the
3:01:17	question would be
3:01:18	would you want to allow full-on
3:01:23	shelters in residential zones or is that
3:01:26	in another
3:01:27	zoning district non-temporary
3:01:30	that's i mean that's a conversation for
3:01:32	the future right
3:01:35	i don't know it's there's discussions
3:01:37	happening now
3:01:38	well this code would limit
3:01:41	the number of people per night at the
3:01:44	warming center that currently exists
3:01:46	to 25
3:01:58	is does it make any sense and if so what
3:02:01	are the pros and cons of
3:02:03	uh you know for warming center having a
3:02:07	a temporary conditional use for say a
3:02:09	period of two years and then if
3:02:11	everything goes well then they can
3:02:13	go on to a regular conditional use
3:02:20	the section of code that deals with
3:02:23	temporary
3:02:24	uses conditional uses is limited to one
3:02:28	year
3:02:28	one calendar one year from the date of
3:02:31	the final decision
3:02:33	right but what i'm suggesting is that a
3:02:37	warming center that gets a temporary
3:02:40	conditional use permit for two years in
3:02:43	a row it meets everything
3:02:44	and everybody's fine and things are
3:02:46	working well could it then on the third
3:02:48	year
3:02:50	uh go for a a con
3:02:53	conditional use permit so if i may
3:02:57	uh comment on that before staff i i
3:03:00	would
3:03:01	like to especially in a residential zone
3:03:04	continue to have the annual
3:03:06	review um we had season one where there
3:03:10	were
3:03:10	an average of two point something people
3:03:12	at the senior center
3:03:13	and there weren't a lot of problems we
3:03:15	had season two where they had moved
3:03:17	across the street i believe that they
3:03:19	averaged about 25 that year
3:03:21	rick may know better than argue that we
3:03:25	started having problems
3:03:27	in season two and we had a pastor
3:03:31	who is no longer with the church and we
3:03:32	had an elected official
3:03:34	i'm sorry an elected official from the
3:03:37	city who was
3:03:38	kind of behind the warming center and
3:03:40	when we talked with them
3:03:42	we were assured that we would have a
3:03:44	meeting
3:03:45	to discuss the neighborhood concerns for
3:03:47	what was going on there
3:03:49	and in season three the pastor was still
3:03:53	here but the elected
3:03:54	official left town and
3:03:58	the astoria warming center went
3:04:02	underground
3:04:02	they did not respond to neighbors they
3:04:05	would not talk with us
3:04:08	they acted as though they weren't there
3:04:10	and we weren't there
3:04:12	and season three was completely out of
3:04:14	control
3:04:16	and since then a better group of
3:04:19	people has taken over and some better
3:04:23	safeguards have been put in place and we
3:04:25	now have the
3:04:26	good neighbor agreement and so on
3:04:30	but the point is that the gentleman who
3:04:32	was the
3:04:33	board president in season three and was
3:04:36	i believe affiliated with them
3:04:39	in season four or i might have one of
3:04:41	those years next up
3:04:43	is no longer with the board which i
3:04:45	think is a good thing
3:04:47	we don't know who will be in charge of
3:04:51	this
3:04:52	they may have two good years and then
3:04:54	there may be a year
3:04:55	where there's complete turnover on the
3:04:56	board or not even complete turning
3:04:59	around the court but
3:05:00	things will change and i think it's
3:05:03	important
3:05:04	for the permanent neighbors who have
3:05:07	invested in that neighborhood and you
3:05:09	know
3:05:10	contribute to the community and someone
3:05:12	in a year round
3:05:15	need to have the protection of having an
3:05:18	annual review
3:05:19	and being able to to speak with the
3:05:21	board
3:05:22	to discuss issues if they come up and if
3:05:25	if we don't have that then there's going
3:05:28	to be
3:05:28	then there's the likelihood of problems
3:05:31	in the neighborhood
3:05:32	which is what we're trying to avoid
3:05:35	so so in something like this and we may
3:05:38	see
3:05:39	in the future or in a different zoning
3:05:42	we may see something different and want
3:05:44	to change that but i think that when
3:05:46	this is in its
3:05:47	infancy and we don't know what the long
3:05:50	term
3:05:50	for something like the story warning
3:05:52	center is going to be
3:05:53	we should have the annual review which
3:05:56	at least in a residential zone
3:05:58	should then be a temporary use
3:06:02	or or else could it
3:06:05	i mean we don't have direction yet
3:06:08	because
3:06:09	um we're just throwing out scenarios
3:06:12	is there a to get around the issue of
3:06:17	if it's the word temporary use i mean is
3:06:20	there a conditional use
3:06:21	that requires an annual
3:06:24	an annual know
3:06:28	an annual review a public hearing review
3:06:33	of how the condition i mean i'm trying
3:06:35	to get to
3:06:36	president moore's concept of giving
3:06:40	somebody some
3:06:42	level of assurance of a permit
3:06:46	while trying to address at least a
3:06:48	couple commissioners
3:06:51	saying you know they would like to be
3:06:52	able to have a public hearing to
3:06:54	to be able to review and analyze things
3:06:57	the other thing is to keep it in a
3:06:59	temporary use i mean and say
3:07:01	you can provide us with what you want
3:07:03	i'm just trying to throw out
3:07:05	options here can you provide
3:07:08	an example of how a uh conditional
3:07:11	conditional use would go
3:07:13	so again i mean yeah so let's so let me
3:07:17	let's let me first take a look at a
3:07:20	temporary use
3:07:22	and i'm going to use our longest
3:07:23	established temporary uses that we've
3:07:25	got
3:07:26	that's the music school first
3:07:27	presbyterian church
3:07:29	um they come on and they apply for a
3:07:33	temporary use permit renewal
3:07:35	yearly for i mean i've been here for 13
3:07:38	years and they've done it for
3:07:40	long than that where they come in and
3:07:42	they get their
3:07:43	their annual review and everything's
3:07:45	buying more recently
3:07:46	you know with the warming center you
3:07:48	know it's been
3:07:50	more routine um but
3:07:53	in that case they have to come in every
3:07:55	year and apply to be able to
3:07:57	to operate the next year
3:08:00	the conditional use permit um
3:08:04	would be um like for instance
3:08:08	um there's a when the h
3:08:12	r block went in over here on marine
3:08:14	drive that's the zone that
3:08:16	the uh that the planning commission the
3:08:19	city council
3:08:20	did away with thank goodness um that was
3:08:24	a and the reason why they had to get a
3:08:26	temporary actually a conditional use
3:08:28	permit because they weren't tourist
3:08:29	oriented
3:08:30	i'm sure they were they were not tourist
3:08:33	oriented remember that we
3:08:35	got rid of the the tourist oriented
3:08:38	shoreland zone well they had to come in
3:08:40	and apply for a conditional use permit
3:08:43	to be able to put an h r block in the
3:08:45	downtown because it wasn't tourist
3:08:47	oriented
3:08:48	they applied they
3:08:52	had a set of conditions that were
3:08:54	attached to them
3:08:56	and no problems were ever raised and
3:08:59	they
3:09:00	hummed along without any you know any
3:09:03	issue
3:09:04	but you could have um bed and breakfast
3:09:08	that required conditional use permits
3:09:11	and residential zones
3:09:13	um and a lot of times those things are
3:09:15	gonna be dealing with
3:09:17	okay you know are there is there loud
3:09:19	noises you know how
3:09:21	how's the how's the parking dealt with
3:09:24	and the thing is as long as there's
3:09:27	things are
3:09:28	plugged along without any problems then
3:09:32	the neighbors are fine
3:09:35	then we don't hear anything about it and
3:09:37	you don't do anything about it
3:09:40	but if the neighbors start getting upset
3:09:42	because
3:09:44	you know people in the bed and breakfast
3:09:45	are partying into a um
3:09:48	they're parking in places that they
3:09:50	shouldn't be parking
3:09:52	then becomes a cover enforcement issue
3:09:53	that staff has to deal with and it could
3:09:55	trigger
3:09:56	a review back before the planning
3:09:58	commission
3:10:00	could i ask a question on that i'll
3:10:02	continue with my
3:10:03	naive commissioner questions this
3:10:06	is the the problem with making a
3:10:08	conditional use and not having an annual
3:10:10	review
3:10:11	uncertainty of how the code enforcement
3:10:13	would be infected uh
3:10:15	enforced and how quickly that would
3:10:16	happen because we set all these
3:10:18	conditions and if they're not following
3:10:19	all the conditions that they're supposed
3:10:20	to isn't there a mechanism to say you
3:10:22	can no longer be here because you're not
3:10:24	following your conditions
3:10:25	isn't that similar to having to approve
3:10:28	a temporary permit every year based on
3:10:30	how they were the previous year
3:10:33	i mean it's a different way of going
3:10:34	about it but doesn't accomplish kind of
3:10:35	the same thing but if the neighborhood
3:10:37	says you guys are not following the code
3:10:39	we go through the process
3:10:40	and then in the meantime they have the
3:10:42	ability to do what they need to do
3:10:44	as long as they do what they say they're
3:10:46	going to
3:10:48	i don't know yeah i mean it seems like
3:10:50	the concern is an automatic radio
3:10:52	but a conditional use will not require
3:10:54	an automatic
3:10:55	annual review where a temporary use
3:10:57	would
3:10:59	both of them have the same enforcement
3:11:01	if something goes off goes wrong
3:11:03	in you know the year they would go
3:11:06	through the same process to
3:11:07	address the issues the only difference
3:11:11	being one of the difference being the
3:11:13	temporaries
3:11:14	comes to the planning commission every
3:11:16	year
3:11:18	um it seems to me now i wasn't on the
3:11:22	commission in 2018
3:11:25	when uh president now president moore um
3:11:29	proposed these this amendment
3:11:33	for this code and um
3:11:36	and as i understand it please correct me
3:11:38	if i'm wrong it was
3:11:39	it was mainly generated by an interest
3:11:43	in kind of limiting
3:11:44	what was going on and that the code that
3:11:47	we've now come up with
3:11:49	really doesn't do that i mean unless we
3:11:52	do go ahead with
3:11:53	25 as a maximum instead of 35
3:11:57	which is maximum now otherwise the
3:11:59	warming center itself is currently
3:12:01	meeting all of these conditions so
3:12:04	it seems to me that's a presumption well
3:12:07	okay
3:12:09	so it does seem to me that the current
3:12:12	code the temporary conditional use
3:12:14	permit for
3:12:16	the only warming center that we have in
3:12:18	existence is working
3:12:20	it's working pretty well it's it's it's
3:12:23	it's uh
3:12:24	it's provided uh good guidelines for the
3:12:27	warming center
3:12:28	to to abide by
3:12:31	uh it's provided the neighbors uh pretty
3:12:34	good guidelines to know what to expect
3:12:37	and it provides the city uh as the
3:12:40	planning commission and staff of a means
3:12:44	of
3:12:44	of of reviewing every year
3:12:48	uh the the pre the previous year's
3:12:52	work of a the warming center and
3:12:55	whether it should go forward so i don't
3:12:57	really understand why we need at this
3:13:00	point given that we've kind of
3:13:03	undone all of the the
3:13:06	limitations that were originally your
3:13:09	original intent was
3:13:10	i don't understand why we really need to
3:13:12	change the code at this point
3:13:17	because it just seems to be working well
3:13:19	and and the warning center i mean
3:13:21	you know we've got nods from the warning
3:13:25	center and they're getting grants and
3:13:40	is never trying to do we're trying to
3:13:42	codify this because there is not really
3:13:44	specific code for this correct
3:13:47	that's that's what we're doing right
3:13:54	what other review for the commissioners
3:13:56	that are that
3:13:57	don't want this to be a conditional use
3:13:59	what other review process
3:14:01	could potentially put in place that
3:14:04	can mitigate any of your concerns
3:14:08	for making this unconditional i guess
3:14:15	do you mean a temporary conditional use
3:14:20	no that's going to still be they're
3:14:22	getting rid of them i'm sorry yes
3:14:24	you're getting word of the word
3:14:24	contemporary so it's going to be a
3:14:26	warming shelter
3:14:28	code right so
3:14:31	we're just talking about the trigger for
3:14:32	the annual review so right now
3:14:34	anytime during the year right now they
3:14:36	have a one year from one year one year
3:14:37	so six months in
3:14:38	if you have a problem with them we have
3:14:41	the same
3:14:43	mechanism to complain if it's a
3:14:46	conditional use that's been given
3:14:49	you know yeah but i think we all
3:14:51	understand the
3:14:52	the difficulties of enforcement and
3:14:55	really shutting down
3:14:56	things and you know it's not that easy
3:15:00	do you think 11 months in that's the
3:15:02	that they want to make sure to be really
3:15:03	really
3:15:04	perfect at 11 months so that the
3:15:05	12-month mark they come in and everyone
3:15:07	stamps it as go ahead one more year
3:15:11	that's that's the difference because
3:15:14	a conditional use that's you know
3:15:16	they're not going to lose
3:15:18	specifically their permit to operate as
3:15:21	a marketing center
3:15:22	unless they break uh anything specific
3:15:26	that's
3:15:27	that is a compliance issue so if we're
3:15:28	talking about compliance
3:15:30	complaints to code that's why we have
3:15:32	code so what can we
3:15:33	what can we add into the code to
3:15:37	provide compliance all right well it's
3:15:40	almost 10 o'clock
3:15:41	and if the majority of the commission is
3:15:45	just for this then so am i
3:16:00	yes mr fitzpatrick
3:16:04	um i would as long as again
3:16:08	in a residential there was an annual
3:16:09	review
3:16:12	could you that it would be a temporary
3:16:15	use
3:16:15	in a presidential facility so you would
3:16:18	not
3:16:18	no conditional uses in residential zones
3:16:21	yes
3:16:23	can i answer the questions quick can
3:16:25	there be uh annual review as part of the
3:16:27	good neighbor agreement and outside of
3:16:28	the land use permitting process
3:16:36	yes
3:16:40	moving forward with the conditional use
3:16:42	and what uh researching moving forward
3:16:44	with his current
3:16:46	collection of conditional uses mr price
3:16:48	and you were
3:16:49	against the conditional use or not if
3:16:52	it's the majority support i've
3:16:53	found before
3:16:56	i'm open to it as well though based on
3:16:58	commissioner price's comments i'm a
3:17:00	little confused i thought it came up
3:17:01	because the learning center is pushing
3:17:02	for conditional use but now it sounds
3:17:04	like they
3:17:04	might be fine with what the current
3:17:07	system is so
3:17:08	still uh only current operative no why
3:17:11	are we
3:17:12	changing it would that be my question
3:17:14	but this makes sense
3:17:16	about that aspect the training
3:17:17	commission
3:17:19	brought it up to
3:17:25	at the commissioners discretion i can
3:17:27	take some public comments on
3:17:29	um rick would you like to add anything
3:17:33	sure yes you are an example of an
3:17:37	existing
3:17:38	morning so
3:17:43	and i hate to bring up the word
3:17:44	temporary but i also want to address one
3:17:47	other confusion
3:17:48	with that there's the temporary
3:17:50	conditional use and you've been talking
3:17:52	about that but the word
3:17:54	was temporary warming shelter in front
3:17:56	of that
3:17:57	too and in
3:18:00	some locales the word temporary
3:18:03	means a year-round shelter that the
3:18:07	the participants can only be in the
3:18:09	program for a limited duration
3:18:11	so that word temporary is is very
3:18:14	confusing it can be
3:18:15	used in three different ways so if we're
3:18:18	talking about
3:18:19	seasonal shelters then maybe the word
3:18:22	seasonal would be
3:18:23	a good word instead of temporary that's
3:18:26	one thought
3:18:27	the other thought is that
3:18:30	tied it into the state fire marshal's
3:18:33	code
3:18:34	is as was said over here is bringing in
3:18:37	the fact that
3:18:38	the building code we don't meet the
3:18:40	building code requirements for sleeping
3:18:43	and if you suck in too much of the fire
3:18:46	marshal's code
3:18:47	then it might be affecting a year-round
3:18:51	shelter that we
3:18:52	we might want to do that's
3:18:56	uh inadvertently limiting what it would
3:18:59	do
3:18:59	if we're just saying we're going to take
3:19:01	all of the guts of the safe
3:19:03	because the fire marshal code was only
3:19:06	set up for
3:19:07	those shelters that don't meet the
3:19:10	occupancy
3:19:11	so there's just a little bit of caution
3:19:13	with that that fire marshall code is
3:19:15	specifically for the temporary warming
3:19:17	shelters
3:19:18	yeah this is not we're not pulling all
3:19:20	it's just for the seasonal
3:19:22	this use would be for just seasonal
3:19:26	warming and that's what i want to make
3:19:27	sure right so it would not if a
3:19:30	permanent year-round shelter where we
3:19:32	opened up
3:19:33	this would not apply to it and we
3:19:36	wouldn't have any code
3:19:37	that would apply to them
3:19:41	just to clarify how that would work
3:19:45	under the code and ms kirk is aware of
3:19:48	this because there's we've had some
3:19:49	discussions about
3:19:50	about this issue helping hands
3:19:54	um was qualified as
3:19:58	a semi-public use right
3:20:02	and in that case was a permitted use in
3:20:04	that zoning district
3:20:06	um and it had to comply with all
3:20:10	state building codes you know that were
3:20:14	mandated
3:20:15	so what what the planning commission is
3:20:17	saying is that
3:20:18	they're wanting to just address right
3:20:20	now
3:20:22	the seasonal um
3:20:27	um warming centers and to not
3:20:30	address issues dealing with
3:20:34	permanent shelters at this point in time
3:20:36	because what i'm hearing
3:20:38	no it's my intention is that the rest of
3:20:41	the commission
3:20:42	if you want to expand it to include
3:20:43	permanent shelters
3:20:48	i think i would need to think more about
3:20:49	that yeah and that was just my caution i
3:20:51	didn't want it to inadvertently
3:20:53	end up affecting the year-round helping
3:20:56	hands
3:20:57	type shelter in particular so
3:21:01	um i think that was it do you have any
3:21:04	thoughts on
3:21:05	the numbers well i like 35
3:21:09	but i'm on this side of the table and
3:21:11	you're on that side of the table
3:21:13	i mean we're working fine we really
3:21:15	don't get complaints
3:21:18	i understand the caution from you know
3:21:21	commissioner fit i guess now it's vice
3:21:24	president that's patrick
3:21:27	i i appreciate the current concerns from
3:21:30	those years
3:21:30	and i appreciate the emptiness for a
3:21:34	seasonal review i you know it's working
3:21:37	fine for us
3:21:38	not speaking as a board member of the
3:21:40	warming center
3:21:41	because we could speaking as an
3:21:43	individual
3:21:45	on the associated with the mormon center
3:21:47	i don't mind doing the annual review
3:21:50	personally i mean i i would hope that
3:21:52	there's no need for it in the future
3:21:54	and any shelters run just fine but i
3:21:57	understand
3:21:59	the concerns
3:22:04	and i guess i'll just touch on the
3:22:05	grants uh we do have
3:22:07	one well-known funder that has turned us
3:22:10	down each year when we apply for a grant
3:22:12	because we don't have a
3:22:14	permanent temporary permanent
3:22:16	conditional use
3:22:17	with this if adopted address that
3:22:20	i would think it would
3:22:25	vote between dropping it to 25
3:22:30	and being able to get that grant and you
3:22:33	know
3:22:34	keeping it 35 and not getting the grant
3:22:37	personally i'd go for the 35 because i
3:22:39	don't know any other group that's going
3:22:40	to come along
3:22:42	and handle those other 10 people
3:22:59	this evening and yeah i agree
3:23:03	ambiguity is always
3:23:06	unfortunate and as you were talking
3:23:10	about that i noticed that it is calling
3:23:11	a warming shelter
3:23:13	which in season three and season four
3:23:16	we were very clear that shelter was one
3:23:18	thing and center was another
3:23:21	and so i would ask
3:23:24	staff
3:23:28	if it might be i believe it might be
3:23:31	more appropriate to call it warming
3:23:32	center
3:23:33	rather than warming shelter
3:23:40	no texting to that anymore the center
3:23:43	sounds more big and complex and shelters
3:23:44	sound smaller i thought you were trying
3:23:46	to go this way
3:23:48	i mean the center sounds like facilities
3:23:50	and services and other kinds of things
3:23:52	that might be there
3:23:53	actually it was the the opposite i think
3:23:55	in getting
3:23:56	our discussion down to this warming
3:23:58	center was a temporary
3:24:00	and then a homeless shelter was
3:24:02	something else
3:24:03	well correct we're on the same day
3:24:07	so i think we had a majority i wanted to
3:24:08	move ahead on the condition
3:24:10	can we touch the on the maximum capacity
3:24:13	in s
3:24:13	in r3 that would
3:24:16	impact all existing seasonal
3:24:20	warming centers currently
3:24:50	there was at one point where the number
3:24:51	25 was a problem and
3:24:55	this code kind of originated from the
3:24:58	metric
3:24:59	that appeared to have a problem and as
3:25:01	we've discovered
3:25:02	over time that
3:25:05	there was a correlation there might not
3:25:07	have been causation with that number and
3:25:10	it may have more to do with management
3:25:12	than volume
3:25:15	so 35 right now is currently more
3:25:18	manageable than 25 was
3:25:20	the first few years based on management
3:25:22	is that what you're saying
3:25:23	i think with with better management and
3:25:25	the neighborhood agreement
3:25:26	and a more established history they've
3:25:29	been more successful
3:25:31	this is my take on it
3:25:34	can i say one more thing i know i'm sure
3:25:37	go ahead
3:25:37	just real briefly part of the shift
3:25:41	has been it was originally pretty much
3:25:43	all volunteer
3:25:44	we're now paying for one staff member
3:25:47	all night
3:25:48	and our costs are now about 40
3:25:52	000 a year we would like to go to the
3:25:55	two paid staff per night but we don't
3:25:57	have the funds for that yet so i mean
3:25:59	that's kind of
3:26:00	what the quote industry is doing
3:26:02	unfortunately going
3:26:04	you know i hate to think of it in
3:26:06	residentials but going to larger
3:26:07	shelters with professional staff
3:26:10	you just can't get the volunteers we've
3:26:12	already missed two openings
3:26:14	this year where weather-wise we could
3:26:17	have opened
3:26:18	and that's the other angst about
3:26:20	shrinking from 35 to 25
3:26:22	our costs don't change
3:26:32	i would agree with your statement that
3:26:34	it may have been
3:26:35	correlation versus causation the um
3:26:38	at 25 there were some issues at 35 that
3:26:42	were major issues
3:26:45	management better management has
3:26:47	minimized
3:26:48	those
3:26:52	35 mr price
3:26:56	i'm happy at 35 and okay i'm i'm good at
3:27:00	35
3:27:01	and and just again i think that um
3:27:04	you know just well
3:27:07	35.
3:27:12	i would like to make it clear though
3:27:14	that unless you've actually lived here
3:27:17	the impact of 35 people showing up in
3:27:20	your front yard
3:27:22	um you may not understand
3:27:25	how great that impact is you know the
3:27:28	impact
3:27:29	that just that many people have
3:27:33	on the neighborhood
3:27:37	patrick would you say that um
3:27:44	uh um
3:27:49	when i'm thinking of 35 i'm thinking on
3:27:51	the coldest nights
3:27:52	kind of a pulse so the number 35
3:27:56	in my mind is to accommodate the most
3:27:58	amount of people on a particularly cold
3:28:00	night and so i'm wondering if in your
3:28:01	experience
3:28:02	even with 35 maximum if that was an
3:28:05	unusual experience to have that many
3:28:06	people across the street or was that
3:28:08	35 allowed 35 were there better
3:28:12	so i guess with the maximum of up to 35
3:28:16	were there every evening's when there
3:28:18	weren't 35. and i'm strong
3:28:21	with the 35 maximum was every night
3:28:23	maxed out at 35
3:28:25	or did the 35 maximum still have
3:28:27	evenings where there were only 25 who
3:28:29	actually showed up
3:28:31	oh i believe they are knocked out so if
3:28:33	there's 35 i don't count the people
3:28:35	coming through the door
3:28:37	the warming center does the latter part
3:28:39	of the season so about
3:28:40	third and a half of the season we're
3:28:42	we're pretty much maxed out
3:28:44	between that 30 to 35 cap
3:28:50	so i was confused about your direction
3:28:52	so if i'm okay or not
3:28:54	because you decided i just want to make
3:28:56	it clear to
3:28:57	the commissioners who have not had the
3:28:59	experience of having
3:29:02	15 25 or 35 people show up in their
3:29:05	front yard
3:29:12	it has a very significant impact on your
3:29:15	life
3:29:15	and on the neighborhood and so what is
3:29:18	your direction
3:29:22	i'm suggesting that the commissioners be
3:29:25	aware of this what is your specific
3:29:28	direction i think that 25 is fair
3:29:31	i know that that because there's 35
3:29:34	working
3:29:36	better than 25 did a few years ago in
3:29:39	the existing
3:29:41	in the existing warming center
3:29:47	it may seem that that it's arbitrary for
3:29:50	me to say
3:29:51	25 but again we aren't just talking
3:29:53	about the existing
3:29:54	warming center we are talking about
3:29:56	warming centers that may
3:29:57	show up in somebody else's neighborhood
3:30:00	at some point in the future
3:30:02	and i think it's important for people to
3:30:04	understand the impact of them
3:30:07	and so i'm hearing the the difference
3:30:10	between 25 to 35
3:30:12	is significant but it's 10 but it's the
3:30:15	last ten
3:30:16	um zero to fifteen would be a different
3:30:18	conversation than the fifteen to thirty
3:30:21	so yeah commissioner i i wouldn't
3:30:24	be opposed to a spare stat
3:30:29	if somebody i'm telling you that if
3:30:31	somebody opened
3:30:32	a 15 person shelter or center
3:30:37	in your front yard you
3:30:40	would notice the difference in your life
3:30:42	your neighbors would notice
3:30:44	the difference you would notice what was
3:30:45	happening on the property in in the area
3:30:48	around you
3:30:50	and that's just 15 at 15
3:30:56	what we have learned from the current
3:30:58	warming center is that there
3:31:00	is a learning curve
3:31:03	and the current management handles
3:31:06	35 much better than previous management
3:31:10	handle 25.
3:31:13	so i i wouldn't be opposed to
3:31:16	someone who has shown that they can
3:31:18	manage three i'm sorry
3:31:20	manage 25 coming to the planning
3:31:22	commission and saying
3:31:24	can we increase to 35 because we have
3:31:28	the square footage to allow
3:31:29	it i would not be opposed to that
3:31:32	but i'm telling you this it sounds
3:31:35	more like a temporary use i'm sure that
3:31:37	sounds more like
3:31:39	relegated to temporary use rather than
3:31:40	their codifies
3:31:43	stepping stuff i mean we could just go
3:31:44	back to temporary use and
3:31:46	re-read them every year based on
3:31:49	whatever
3:31:50	based on the criteria i mean
3:31:55	these code amendments were crafted
3:31:58	to to resolve
3:32:01	all the issues that people were
3:32:03	concerned about when they came in
3:32:05	when a warning center came in every year
3:32:08	to renew right and so
3:32:11	hopefully again the farming center
3:32:13	didn't commit to radio they were
3:32:15	operating without any sort of well in
3:32:18	the recent past but
3:32:19	the um they were intended to
3:32:25	we talked about what their intentions
3:32:26	were and
3:32:28	so now we're just talking about capacity
3:32:32	in r3 and it sounded like 25 of the
3:32:35	number you would be comfortable with
3:32:36	correct commissioner womack
3:32:40	do you have a number you would be
3:32:42	comfortable with
3:32:43	i'm comfortable with 25 as much as
3:32:47	another member but i do understand the
3:32:49	sensitivity to this
3:32:51	in a residual zone comparatively and i
3:32:54	i can understand that i wouldn't want
3:32:55	someone across the street from me
3:32:57	moving 35 people and then and calling it
3:33:00	you know
3:33:00	that big application but it really comes
3:33:03	down to square footage
3:33:05	as well right in commercial zones where
3:33:08	the buckets were put
3:33:11	and
3:33:15	the fire marshal currently would allows
3:33:17	35
3:33:19	right in in the current location
3:33:22	of the warming center so it is so
3:33:25	based on that space on square footage
3:33:28	but if a larger
3:33:29	church wanted to operate in r3
3:33:32	if we didn't have a limit
3:33:36	then they could potentially have more
3:33:39	people
3:33:40	if it was a larger charge if it's
3:33:43	currently
3:33:43	the temporary use process goes through
3:33:47	obviously we could set limits on it but
3:33:49	the the default would be the
3:33:51	fire marshal is 35 square feet per
3:33:53	person so a larger center can have
3:33:55	more people occupying it
3:33:59	in a residential zone this code would
3:34:02	limit other residential zones other
3:34:04	locations in the city if a swarming
3:34:07	center wants it to open
3:34:10	in those locations
3:34:26	r2
3:34:32	you could operate one in r1 but it would
3:34:34	have to be fewer than 10 people
3:34:36	because then it wouldn't be another one
3:34:38	yes
3:34:40	fewer than 10.
3:34:44	so can we give staff some direction here
3:34:46	um
3:34:48	well i'm only one of them
3:34:51	so let's try to come up with uh
3:34:56	some direction as a majority opinion
3:34:59	so let's let's touch conditional use
3:35:02	are you on board with pursuing
3:35:04	conditional use
3:35:06	and capacity for r3 which
3:35:09	seems to be the only one under
3:35:10	discussion right now
3:35:17	mr fitzpatrick
3:35:20	did you want to pursue conditional use
3:35:22	and what is capacity
3:35:23	r3 capacity of r3 yeah
3:35:26	temporary use in the residential and
3:35:30	maximum of 25.
3:35:34	um temporaries and residential maximum
3:35:36	of 35.
3:35:38	all right commissioner price
3:35:41	temporary use in residential and maximum
3:35:45	of 35.
3:35:48	commissioner cronin
3:35:52	uh i'm fine with probably the
3:35:55	35 although i've probably been out of
3:35:57	hard 35
3:35:58	and conditional news makes more sense to
3:36:03	me but
3:36:10	all residential so this would be r2 and
3:36:12	r2 and r3 r2 and r3 would be
3:36:15	temporary we were proposing temporaries
3:36:16	for r2 and r3 and any of the commercial
3:36:19	but do we actually we have one in a
3:36:21	commercial
3:36:33	and um r3 c4
3:36:36	r2 c4 or c3
3:36:43	so where were we i
3:37:00	so then this code amendment would not
3:37:02	apply to any residential votes
3:37:04	because we don't have to say that it
3:37:07	would be temporary
3:37:08	for or whatever it would it would just
3:37:11	be
3:37:11	simple it would mean it would specify
3:37:15	a use classification
3:37:19	if we so if we if we create and craft
3:37:23	this code amendment
3:37:24	and describe a use and make it legal in
3:37:27	certain zones it's not going to be legal
3:37:29	in residential zones
3:37:30	well no i mean it's
3:37:39	now we're almost dead not batteries um
3:37:43	that's me too
3:37:46	what i'm hearing is
3:37:50	that there are a number of commissioners
3:37:53	who are wanting to have
3:37:55	yearly review of
3:37:58	this type of use in residential zones
3:38:02	which we can craft it may not no longer
3:38:04	be a temporary use permit but it's
3:38:07	going to be a conditional use permit
3:38:09	which requires yearly reviews
3:38:12	and then what i'm hearing is outside of
3:38:15	residential zones
3:38:16	it's just a conditional use permit
3:38:18	perhaps and so
3:38:21	the commission i mean trying to
3:38:25	there are a number of concepts but
3:38:27	that's kind of what what i'm kind of
3:38:29	generally hearing is there's a higher
3:38:31	threshold with with
3:38:32	annual review for the commission's
3:38:35	permit for residential zones
3:38:37	outside of residential zones it's a flat
3:38:39	out condition use permit
3:38:41	and 35 is the number that i
3:38:44	think had earned the majority of the
3:38:45	majority was okay
3:38:50	can we review that one more time since
3:38:51	we will not have an annual review are
3:38:53	you okay with 35
3:38:57	yeah is that also for all the other
3:38:58	zones listed above it's 35 is just gonna
3:39:00	be the cap for the other one there
3:39:01	wouldn't be a cap
3:39:03	the cap would be determined by the
3:39:06	stress
3:39:09	so yes it sounds like 35 in r3 r3
3:39:12	okay and then keep 25 for r2
3:39:15	15 it was wasn't 15 15 15. yeah okay 15
3:39:20	my apologies and then r1
3:39:24	zone not permitted yeah
3:39:27	okay okay
3:39:32	i got it i think no i mean so the
3:39:36	question is
3:39:37	with this are you now fond of this kind
3:39:40	of moving on and
3:39:41	i mean you still have another bite with
3:39:43	it at a public hearing can you find that
3:39:45	moving on
3:39:50	okay okay so
3:39:53	it's now 10 20. we do have our plan
3:39:58	from tonight and we have more items
3:40:01	two more which we can
3:40:15	no um

